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Abstract 

The primary purpose of this research was to investigate the 

relationship between the child's cognitive level of development and 

his concept of reading. The secondary purpose was to explore the 

relationship bet\11een the child I s concept of reading and his performance 

on a standardized reading measure, the Metropolitan Reading Achievement 

Test. The subjects, eight girls and twelve boys from a self,-contained 

second grade class in a suburban school in western New York., ranged 

in age from 7.3 years to 9.2 years. The child's cognitive level of 

development, either preopeTational-transi tional o:r concrete operational, 

was determined by performance on Piagetian conservation tasks. The 

child's ability to form classes of concrete objects was evaluated by 

an additive classification task. The child's ability to isolate 

classes of numbers, lower-case and upper-case letters, non-number 

non-letter figures, nonsense words, words, phrases, and sentences was 

explored during free sorting tasks designed by this investigator. The 

child I s ability to explain his thoughts about reading was studied 

during a semi-structured interview. Cognitive darity measures were 

developed to evaluate responses made during the free sorting tasks 

and the interview. A two factor repeated measures design and a 

product moment correlation matrix were employed to test the hypotheses 

at the . 05 and the . 01 levels of signtficance. The data confiTJned 

that children experience confusion about the reading process and the 

reading purpose while learning to read. A relationship between the 



attainment of the concrete operations and the child's ability to form 

linguistic classes was indicated. The relationship between cognitive 

clarity of reading and reading achievement was confirmed by the data. 

However, this relationship was not clearly delineated because the 

free sorting cognitive clarity scores and the interview cognitive 

clarity scores were correlated with different subscales from the 

Metropolitan Reading Achievement Test. A longitudinal study with a 

larger population as well as the further refinement of test instruments 

and procedures were recommended. 
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CHAPTER I 

STATEMENT OF IBE PROBLEM 

Purpos~ 

The primary purpose of this quasi-experimental study is to 

investigate the possible relationship between the child's level of 

cognitive development as indicated by performance on Piagetian 

conservation tasks and the child's conception of the reading process 

as indicated by non-verbal and verbal behavior. The secondary 

purpose of this research is to study the relationship between the 

child I s conception of the reading process and reading ab:ili ty as 

indicated by performance on standardized reading measures. 

111e researcher will seek answers to these questions: 

1. Do children who have obtained the concrete operational 

level reveal through their non-verbal and verbal responses an 

understanding of the purpose and process of reading_, as well as, a 

stable classificatory system which includes terms such as letter, 

word, and sentence? 

2. Do children at the preoperational cognitive level and 

transitional cognitive level reveal through their non-verbal and 

verbal responses a greater degree of confusion and misconceptions 

about the purpose and process of reading and about language classi

fications such as letter, word, and sentence? 

1 



3. Do misconceptions and confusion about the nature of 

reading and about linguistic terms have a significant relationship 

with early reading performance and subsequent growth? 
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4. Do children whose non-verbal actions and verbal remarks 

reveal an understanding of the purpose and process of reading perform 

better on standardized reading measures than children whose non

verbal actions and verbal remarks reveal confusion? 

Need_i~:~ _ _!:}1e Study 

In recent years, several research studies have established 

that the young child's· perception of reading differs from the 

adult's viewpoint. Reid (1966) found that pre-schoolers in the 

Edinburgh study had little knowledge of the activities involved in 

reading and only demonstrated a vague awareness of the purpose of 

written language. The children were even less aware that written 

words were composed of letters and that the letters represented 

sounds. During the interview sessions, the children often confused 

and misused the terms, letter, !!:umber, and word. 

In a replication of Reid's study at Hemel Hempstead, England, 

Downing (1970a) reported that his data generally confirmed Reid's 

conclusions. In response to the question, "What is in books?", 

only two children said writing and no child mentioned words or 

implied that books express meaning. In a concept attainment experi

ment, Downing (1970a) found that five-year-olds could not discriminate 

bet1veen auditory stimuli on the basis of the abstract terms., word 

and sound. 
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Investigations of the child• s concept of 1vord boundary also 

demonstrated that young children experience confusion and uncertainty 

during reading readiness and beginning Teading instTuction. In a 

study conducted in 1966, Clay found that appToximately one-half of 

the childTen completing fiTst gTade had problems isolating a single 

word or a single letter in a line of print (Robinson, 1975). 

Kindergartners had difficulty isolating a single word from a printed 

sentence during a word boundary study by MeltzeT and Herse (1969). 

Interviews conducted by Tovey (1976) suggested how the child's 

concept of reading develops through the elementary school years. The 

majority of the children in the study vimved reading as a mechanical 

activity in which they should look at every word and pay carefu] 

attention to the letters in the words. Most children thought of 

reading as an oral activity in which they pronounce words by looking 

at letters. Only seven percent of the children mentioned that they 

use syntactic or semantic cues to figure out unknown words. 

Research has clearly established that young children experience 

confusion and uncertainty when learning to read. However, the 

reasons foT this confusion have not been cleaTly identified. One 

possible explanation for this confusion can be found in the develop

mental theory of Jean Piaget. Piaget's classic conservation 

experiments revealed that children perceive objects and relationships 

between objects differently than adults. Reid (1966) and Downing (1970a) 

demonstrated that the young child's concept of reading differs 

substantially from the adult's concept of reading. Downing (1973) 
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suggested that Piaget's theory of development should be applied to 

the child's learning of the written form of language. Schwebel and 

Raph ( 1973) stated that Piaget's system may provide a \vay to 

determine a child's level of thinking and consequently his prepara

tion for reading. 

During classification tasks, Piaget observed that young 

children organized objects in their environment from particular to 

particular. Hans Furth (1970b) stated that "a child who has not 

yet developed a stable classification scheme is likely to manifest 

this concept failure in practically any aspect where class relations 

come into play 11 (p. 35). Certainly complicated and intricate class 

relationships exist between letters, sounds, words, and sentences. 

Elkind (1974) hypothesized that the letter concept is a "complex 

logical construction that requires concrete operations :for its full 

elaboration" (p. 13). 

Clearly there exists both the interest and need for further 

research which investigates the relationship between the Piagetian 

theory of cognitive development and the development of written 

language concepts. Possible relationships between the child's 

cognitive level of reading concepts and his reading ability and 

growth should also be studied. 

Definition of Terms 

Since several terms will be mentioned repeatedly in this 

study, their definitions will be stated. Piaget has divided cognitive 

development into periods and sub-periods in which the child exhibits 



characteristic behaviors. The definitions of the developmental 

periods are based on interpretations of Piageti:m theory by Flavell 

(1963) and Phillips (1969). 

s 

The prcoperational sub-period follows the sensorirnotor per:iod 

but precedes the formation of the first operational structures. The 

sub-period includes children from approximately age two to age seven. 

The preoperational child's thought processes differ from the adult's 

thought processes in several ways including: concreteness, irre

versibility, egocelltrism, and centering. 111e child's thinking is 

like a mental experiment which runs through the symbols for events 

as they would occur if one was actually participating. The child I s 

thinking cannot reverse itself to the initial point of origin" The 

child has difficulty taking another person's point of view", adapting 

his speech to the needs of the listener, or contemplating his own 

thoughts. The child typically centers his attention on one striking 

detail of an object or event and is unable to shift his at ten ti on to 

other aspects of the situation. Therefore, reasoning is distorted. 

Thought is transductive and proceeds from particular .to particular. 

The child has difficulty verbally expressing his chain of reasonings. 

The tendency is to focus on the successive states of a situation 

rather than on the transformations by which one state is changed to 

another state. He therefore cannot link a whole set of successive 

conditions into a coherent whole by fol lowing the transformations 

step by step. 



During the transitional sta_g__~, the child progresses from the 

preoperational sub-period to the concrete operational sub-period. 
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TI1e cognitive structures are developing but these are inconsistent and 

fragmentary. TI1e child may be ab Jc to form groups and sub-groups 

on the basis of similar attributes but he will have difficulty with 

the quantitative concepts of some and all when applied to classes 

and sub-classes. 

The concrete operational period occurs approximately between 

the ages of seven and eleven. It is characterized by cognitive 

systems such as classification> seriation, and number as they apply 

to concrete objects. Reversibility of thought is the key charac

teristic. The child can also pose classes on the basis of similar 

attributes. He can combine classes to form a supraordinate class 

and can also reverse the action to form the sub-classes again. 

The terms cognit:i.v!:'. confusion and cognitiye_ clarity aTe used 

frequently in the study of reading concepts. The term, COJ;2!i ti"'._<::_ 

confusion, was f:i.Tst applied to the child I s uncertainty about 

written language by Vernon (1959). Downing has completed many 

studies on children's thinking about reading and he believes that 

cognitive confusion is a state that all children pass through in 

learning how to read. In this state, the child typically misuses 

terms such as writing and drmving, letter and number, and sound and 

letter. He expresses uncertainty about the purpose and process of 

reading. 

Cognitive clarity is the anti thesis of cognitive confusion. 

The child is able to correctly use linguistic terms such as letter, 
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sound, and word. He can make groups on the basis of the attributes 

of these classifications. The child 1 s non-verbal and verbal 

behavior inclica tes an understanding of the purpose and process of 

reading. Downing (1971b) listed five aspects of growth in cognitive 

clarity: 

1. Understanding the communication purpose of written 

language. 

2. Conceptualizing the symbolic function of ,vri ting. 

3. Understanding the decoding process and the encoding 

process. 

4. Learning linguistic concepts such as sound, l__etteE_, and 

word. 

5. Developing the corresponding technical terminology that 

refers to these abstract linguistic units. 

Linli tations of the Study 

The subjects ,vill consist of twenty second grade ch1ldren 

from a heterogeneously grouped, self-contained classroom in a rniddle

income, suburban school district in western New York. The children 

range from approximately seven to nine years of age. Since this 

sample is small and is not randomly selected, the conclusions drawn 

from this study cannot be generalized to all second graders but 

only to this group or a matching group. 

Summ~ry 

TI1is study will investigate the relationship between a child I s· 

level of cognitive development and his conception of the reading 
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process. TI1e relationship between the child I s understanding of the 

reading process and the child's performance on standardized reading 

measures will also be studied. Research on children's thoughts 

about reading as well as research on cognitive processes and their 

influences on reading development will be reviewed. During the 

quasi-experimental study, each subject's level of cognitive develop-

rnent will be determined by performance on Piagetian conservation 

tasks. The child's understanding of reading concepts will be 

evaluated tlnough mixed verbal and non-verbal manipulative tasks 

and through an interview session. Cognitive clarity scores will be 

determined for each child. The data will be analyzed and possible 

relationships among the variables will be investigated. 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

The purpose of this study was twofold: to investigate the 

relationship between the child's level of cognitive development and 

the child's concept of the reading process and to investigate the 

relationship between cognitive clarity of the reading process and 

reading achievement. This investigation dealt with several areas of 

research: cognition, language, and reading. Therefore, the literature 

reviei-;ed in this chapter has been divided into the folJowing categories: 

The Relationship between Thought and Language 
The Application of Piagetian Cognitive Theory to Reading 
Theoretical Definitions of the Reading Process 
The Child's View of the Reading Process 
Children's Language Concepts and Reading Performance 

The Relationship between Thought and Language_ 

For many years, the relationship between cognitive development 

and language development has been investigated. Although there is a 

wide range of theories and models, 11
• • • the great majority of 

theorists . . start from the assumption that language and thinking 

are related in some meaningful way" (Hutson, 1974, p. 1). The direc

tion of the dependency between language and thinking, however, has set 

the theories apart and has allowed them to be classified. 

9 
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At one extreme, Wharf (1956) theorized that language provides 

the foundation for thinking. He proposed that cognition is dependent 

on language and at least in part shapes thought and perception. Most 

modern day theorists have abandoned this extreme position. Rees (1974) 

reported that in contrast to Wharf, Menyuk (1973) defended the position 

that language and thought develop simultaneously and interact through

out their development. On the other hand, two influential theorists, 

Vygotsky and Piaget proposed that language and cognition develop 

independently at least in the early stages of development. However, 

their theories differ concerning the degree and t)1)e of influence 

language has on thought after the age of approximately two years. 

Vygotsky 1 s Position 

Vygotsky (1962) suggested that until about two years of age 

thought and language develop independently because thought and 

language have separate generic sources. Vygotsky believed that "at 

this time, the curves of development of thought and speech, till then 

separate, meet and join to initiate a nmv form of behavior in which 

speech begins to serve intellect and thoughts begin to be spokenn 

(Rees, 1974, p. 8-9). When thinking becomes verbalized and speech 

becomes rational, the child uses language to express his needs and to 

manipulate his perception of his environment by mentally manipulating 

language. Language becomes a "convenient, symbolic medium for 

thought" (Smith, Goodman, & Meredith, 1970, p. 15). Vygotsky did not 

claim that thought is totally dependent upon language. However, he 



did claim that intellectual growth is fostered by the continued 

development and sophistication of language to the extent that 
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thought comes into existence through words. Vygotsky (1962) stated 

that "the relation of thought to word is not a thing but a process, 

a continual movement back and forth from thought to word and from 

word to thought" (p. 125). Thought differs from speech in that it 

is not composed of individual units. The entire thought is present 

initially. In speech, a concept must be built from successive parts. 

Thought passes through meanings and into words in order to be 

communicated. 

Vygotsky's theory that language has a strong influence upon 

thought 1vas supported by several studies. Stones and Heslop (1968) 

conducted sorting tasks with children between the ages of six and 

t;,,;elve and concluded that a child can complete a sorting task with 

the help of corrections from the teacher without truly understanding 

the principles necessary for the solution. It was suggested that 

the best indicator of conceptual thinking is the ability to verbalize 

the attributes of a concept. In another experiment, Stones (1970) 

tested Vygotsky' s hypothesis ". . . that the use of nonsense 

syllables as names of concepts would assist the learner to form 

concepts" (p. 245). 'TI1e data from the concept formation tasks 

implied that the child's present language competence influenced 

concept formation when labels were present during the processes of 

abstracting and symbolizing. Words functioned as cues to direct the 

child's attention and to give feedback. 
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Piaget's Po~i~jon 

Piaget also acknowledged the independence of cognition and 

language at the earliest stages of development. The sensorimotor 

type of thought was considered to be separate from the translation 

of symbolic thought into signs, the words of language. Hutson (1974) 

observed that in contrast to Vygotsky, Piaget believed that the 

development of cognitive structures preceded the emergence o:f 

language and provided the foundation for language development. 

Piaget and Inhelder (1969) proposed that the child constructed 

sensorimotor schemes and organized reality in terms of spatial 

temporal and causal structures with the assistance of movement and 

perception. In order for the child to discover his own meaning, 

symbolic structures should be formed prior to the introduction of 

adult terms and definitions. 

Although language is dependent upon previous cognitive 

structures to a great degree in the initial stages of language 

development, the direction of dependency changes to a reciprocal 

dependency. Piaget (1972) explained that a linguistic concept 

based on logical assumptions can facilitate continued development 

of those and other logical concepts. Three major differences 

between verbal behavior and senso:rirnotor behavior were noted by 

Piaget and Inhelde:r (1969). Verbal patterns can :represent a long 

cha.in of actions more rapidly than sensorimotor patterns. Language 

frees thought from the bonds of the immediate situation. Finally, 

language can :represent all aspects of an organized structure 
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simultaneously but sensorimotor thought must progress step by step. 

Al though the child must create cognitive structures for himself, 

he does not have to create language which can be used to express 

relationships and classifications. 

Research with deaf children and blind children supported 

Piaget's hypothesis that "language is not the source of logic but 

is on the contrcrry structured by logic" (Sinclair-de-Zwart, 1969, 

p. 325). Furth (1966) observed that deaf-mute children developed 

the logical operations according to the same stages of development 

as normal children but at a slightly retarded pace. However, when 

blind children were given the same tests, they generally so] ved the 

problems four years later than normal children. It was inferred 

that their blindness had inhibited the development of sensorirnotor 

schemes and coordination. 111erefore, the action learning necessary 

for the development of operational structures was limited and 

delayed. The research indicated that language acquisition was nqt 

based on specialized linguistic skills but on cognitive skills 

basically the same as other cognitive skills. Sinclair-de-Zwart 

(1969) suggested that symbolization, the basic function of language_, 

is derived from symbolic play and imitation. The early development 

of syntax reflects the child's ahility to order, classify and to 

relate objects and actions in his environment .. 

Studies have indicated that the child's use of language, 

especially in the area of syntax, reflects his cognitive structures 

and the type of logic present in his thinking. During a study with 



two six-year-olds, Flavell (1963) identified two kinds of language: 

egocentric speech and socialized speech. He also observed that more 

than half of their speech was egocentric. Sinclair-de-Zwart (1969) 

described a study she conducted with Inhelder in 1967. After 

administering a conservation of liquid task and seriation task, 

the subjects were divided into a no conservation group, a partial 

14 

cons erva ti.on group, and a conserva ti.on group. Al though the:te was no 

difference among the groups in the comprehension of a sentence which 

described an object in two dimensions, there ,vas a Temarkable 

difference between the two extreme groups when the children themselves 

described differences between two objects. In the conservation group, 

70 percent of the subjects used comparatives to describe quantities 

of clay but in the no conservation group, 90 percent of the subjects 

used absolute terms. In the conservation group, all of the children 

used different terms for different dimensions but three-fourths of 

the children in the no conservation group used undifferentiated terms 

for two dimensions such as small for both short and thin. In the no 

conservation group, 90 percent of the children either described only 

one dimension or used four separate sentences to describe two objects 

in two dimensions. In contrast, 80 percent of the conservers gave 

coordinated descriptions. Furth (1970a) suggested that according to 

Piaget "propositional language becomes a chief aid to thinking at 

the formal operational state" (p. 241). 

Schwebel and Raph (1973) described several types of memory 

tasks which were administered in a study by Piaget, Inhe1der, and 
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Sinclair in 1968. rl11e rc,3carchers obscnr,c.,d that dcfonnaLtons 

occurred only \vhen the child did not interpret. the action, drawing, 

or sentence like ,m adult.. During a study by Sinclair and Ferrero 

in 1971, the experimenter said, "the car is pushed by the truck" 

but the four-year-olds and several five-year-olds responded with 

"the car pushed the truck" (Schwebel and Raph, 1973, p. 55). The 

cognitive structm~es needed to make the adult interpretation were 

apparently 1 acking. 

Even though speculation continues concerning the Telationship 

between thought and language, 11
• • • the curTent fashion is to 

regard at least the early stages of language acquisition as heavily 

dependent on prior cognitive learning; in other words that the child 

learns how to code (and decode) what he already knows 11 (Rees, 1974, 

p. 12). Language, nevertheless, plays a vital role in the expression 

of thought. Flavell (1963) stated that "language is the vehicle par 

excellence of symbolization, without which thought could never become 

really socialized and thereby logical" (p. 155) . 

Application of Piagetian Cognitive Theory __ to Rea~ing 

Piaget:ian theory of cognitive development has been applied to 

reading both in theory and in research only within recent years. 

Athey (1972) believed that the lack of research in this area was due 

to the overemphasis on aspects of visual decoding and to ·the under

emphasis on comprehension. She suggested that :investigations which 

related Piaget's theory of intelligence to reading would be worthwhile 

endeavors. 



'I11eoretical Application 

Furth (1970b) and Schwebel and Raph (1973) found several 

implications for reading in Piagetian theory. First, the child's 

cognitive level may be an accurate indicator of the child's readiness 

to learn to read. Furth (1970b) stated that the development of 

thinking must come first and Schwebel and Raph (1973) emphasized 

that concepts developed by the child's active interaction with the 

environment during the first years of life are the basis of reading 

as well as language. To succeed in reading, the child must be able 

to represent objects with socialized signs which are arbitTary and 

distinct from the objects. Furth (1970b) suggested that reading 

should not be overemphasized until the child begins to acquire the 

formal operations which will permit him to make "critical use of 

tbc linguistic symbol system" (p. 67). 

The second implication was that the child must be allowed 

ample opportunities to actively participate in his environment and 

to manipulate uni ts of language in oral and 1vritten communication 

simultaneously. Educators too often assume that a six-year-old I s 

experience enables him to adequately comprehend words in readers. 

Finally, the child must be allowed to discover linguistic 

terms and rules for himself. Furth (1970b) explained that the 

child's ability to build concepts and discover relationships for 

himself may be harmed when linguistic rules are imposed before 

cognitive structures., necessary for comprehension of the rules, have 

developed. Schivebel and Raph (1973) conunented that too frequently 
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instructional materials and teaching procedures equate stating a 

principle to teaching it and the child's restating the principle to 

learning it. Learning cannot be based on verbal activity alone since 

" ... information coming from the outside is assimilated to the 

basic knowledge the child possesses" (Schwebel and Raph, 1973, p. 55). 

They argued that the child must actively participate in learning any 

cognitive process. Schwebel and Raph (1973) stated that: 

Each individual has to construct his own knowledge. 
Sometimes we can be helped by what other people tell us, but 
we still have to do the work ourselves. Often ,ve say things 
we have been told without understanding what we say. (p. 142) 

Application of Piagetian Theory in Research 

Several investigations have studied the relationship between 

the attainment of the concrete operations and reading. Elkind (1975) 

hypothesized that the concept of letter cannot be fully understood 

without the concrete operational structures. The preoperat:ional 

child cannot coordinate two dimensions or relationships at the same 

time. The conc:eete operations allow the child to understand that 

concepts such as letter can have two or more dimensions.· Letters are 

a complex logical construction with an ordinal propeTty, a cardinal 

property, and a phonic contextual property. The positional rules 

applied to letters and sounds are also quite complicated, 111e 

concrete operations help the child to realize that objects rnay be 

alike yet different. For instance, the same vowel letter can 

represent different sounds depending upon its position in a 1wrcl and 

the other letters in a word. Elkind (1975) noted that learning to 



read phonetic languages such as .Japanese and Hebrew, which have a 

one-to-one correspondence between the visual symbol and sound, is 

easier than learning to read English. To test the hypothesis that 
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the full elaboration of the letter concept requires concrete operations, 

studies with early readeTs were conducted by Briggs and Elkind (1973). 

TI1e preliminary data indicated that early readers outperformed non-early 

readers on Piagetian conservation measures. However, Elkind (1976) 

emphasized that the concept of letter was only one of the requirements 

for successful early reading. He listed four factors 111hich contribute 

to successful early reading: "a) a language rich environment; b) 

attachment to adults who model and reward reading behavior; c) the 

attainment of concrete operations; and cl) an instn1ct:ional program" 

(p. 335). 

Almy (1967) conducted a study with 330 kindergartners, first 

graders, and second graders. Data collected at the middle-·class 

school indicated that first graders who conseTved performed signifi

cantly better on a readiness test than first gradeTs \•1ho did not 

conserve. However, at the second grade level, the differences in 

reading achievement between the conserver and non-conserver groups 

were not statistically significant. 

A first grade study by Brekke and Williams (1975) in two 

miclwest schools tested the hypothesis that conservation is a predictor 

of reading achievement. During the first month of school, the Gates

MacGini tie Reading Readiness Test, the SRA Primary Mental Abilities 

Tests, two conservation of number tasks, and three conservation of 



substance tasks were administered and eight months later, the Gates

MacGinitie Primary Reading Test, Form A, was given. The results 

indicated that conservation and intelligence both singly and in 

combination were significant predictors of reading achievement. 
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Stanfill (1975) drew similar conclusions in a study with 

beginning second graders. Performance on Piagetian conservation 

tasks correlated significantly with reading achievement scores. 

Conservation task scores appeared to be an appropriate means to 

diagnose a student I s readiness to read \vhen the tasks were used along 

with other types of data. 

In a study by Cox (1976), Piagetian conservation tasks of 

number, area, weight, mass, volume, and length were administered to 

40 matched pairs of children from age seven to age twelve. The 

subj ec:ts in one group were at least one year belmv grade level in 

reading, while the subjects in the other group were at or above grade 

level. The average to above average group in reading was significantly 

superior in the conservation tasks. Therefore, Cox (1976) concluded 

that the children who remain at the preoperational leve] arn1 cannot 

conserve will have more difficulty learning to read. 

years. 

" 

Theoretical Definitions of the Reading P:i:-_c?~ess 

The nature of reading has intrigued and baffled theorists for 

Rakes (1973) expressed his frustration when he cleclarecl that 

as explanations flow and elusive theories unfold it becomes 

evident that no one really knows what it is, or does it really matter, 
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any way?" (p. 451). Jennings (1965) urged that instead of concen

trating efforts on defining reading with elusive words, attention 

should be given to the child and his role as a reader. Nevertheless, 

in this writer's opinion, educators cannot know what the reader's 

role is without a sound definition of the reading process. The 

psycholinguistic view of the reading process :recently expressed by 

Goodman (1972, 1975), Smith (1971), Stauffer (1969, 1971), and othe:rs 

does place .sufficient emphasis on the child and offers constructive, 

practical suggestions to the educator. For the p,n:pose of this study, 

the psycholinguistic definition of the reading p:rocess will be 

presented and later contrasted to the young child's conception of 

reading. The psycholinguists have rej ectecl the reachng theory \\lhich 

di vicled :reading into ti.vo processes: identifying the symbol and then 

obtaining the rn2aning from the symbol. Their theory of reading based 

on several major principles follows: 

Language __ systems, :including phonology , __ grammar, _ an<l lexicon, 

_<:1--re interd~E~!~dent and sho1:1:.!i_ __ not be treated separately. TI1e 

essential nature of language is destroyed i.vhen language is reduced 

into a set of abstractions during instruction. Goodman (1975) has 

charged that most reading tests remove language components from their 

use in language and test for the more complex abiJjty to understand 

the abstractions. 

The reading _process is _":.1~ act_=!:_ye cogni t L ve _process_. Goodman 

(1972) called reading a "psycholinguistic guessing game" (p. 158) in 

which the child actively learns strategies to select information, 



predict outcomes, guess intelligently, confirm or reject guesses, 

re-examine guesses, and correct responses. Reading has also been 

described as a decision-making process influenced by'' ... past 

experience and future expectations as well as the information being 

received at the moment" (Smith, 1971, p. 69). The reader is an 

active and selective collector of information 111ho on the basis of 
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rules already stored in his memory, gathers, interprets, and evaluates 

new knowledge. The goal of 11 . all information acquisition in 

reading, from the identification of individual 1 etters or 1v0rcls to 

the comprehension of entire passages, can be reganled as the reduction 

of uncertainty" (Smith, 1971, p. 12). Reading instruction cannot 

provide rules for immediate word identification but the child must 

actively invent the rules himself. Since phonics is so complicated 

and the English language has so many exceptions to its rules, con

centration on phonics overloads the child's short--terrn memory and 

causes him to lose track of the sense of the passage. Stauffer (1969) 

compared the comprehension of a paragraph to 11
• • • solving a probJ. em 

in mathematics" (p. 13). The reader must select the essential 

elements of the paragraph, use them to form the right relationships 

and place the correct value or influence on each. 

Reading_ instruction should emphasize the importance ~f __ meanil1g 

from the start. Goodman (1972) stated that II meaning must always ----· 

be the immediate as well as the ultimate goal in reading" (p, 155) for 

both the teacher and the learner. Therefore, the most :important unit 

in wr:itten language is not the letter, word, or sentence but the 
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clause. Deriving mcaniilg from language i_s 110 sirnplt~ task liecausc 

II . there is no sirnp1e cor:respondence between the surface 

structiue of language and rneaning 11 (Smith, 1971, p, 29). There are 

aspects of meaning 1vhich are not presented in the sequence of sounds 

or printed letters. The reader must be able to use the rules of 

syntax in order to gather meaning from the surface structure. 

Motivation for learning to read is based on the need to 

communicate. Goodman (1975) stated that this need should be 

exploited in reading instruction. However, the reader's task in the 

communication process is not simple. Smith (1971) explained that 

during the reading process, inforn1ation is passed from the transmitter., 

the author_, to the receiver, the reader. T11e receiver's task is 

most difficult because his skills in language comprehension must be 

equal to the author 1 s skills in language production. Also, the 

messages that the reader must interpret may contain information 

beyond the reader's own experience. 

I!~ child's experience and language ability are important_ 

resources for_ learning to read, During the reading process, meaning 

consists of hoth input and output since the reader brings his 

experience to the reading passage and relates the vicarious experience 

in the reading material to his actual experience. Henderson and 

Green (1969) described reading as 11 
••• the process of taking 

meaning 1 to', in order to get meaning 'from', language in print" 

(p. 9). Stauffer (1969) suggested that through a passage, the author 

stimulates the reader to construct ideas out of his own experience. 



When the reader already possesses the concept, the Tec1ding task 

consists of a rather simple association but when the information 
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is unfamiliar to the child, the rec1ding process becomes a rnore 

difficult problem solving task. Therefore, Goodman (1975) proposed 

that reading instruction should begin with the child's experiences 

written in his own language so that the mc1ter:ial is relevant and 

meaningful to the child. 

_The ~!ur!_re<:1-<l~· processes printed material fluently _and_ 

effic:iently and makes use of redundancy in the __ tl1Tee __ cue_ systems: 

phonological, syntactical, and semantical. Smith (1971) maintained 

that the fluent reader who makes use of syntactic and scma11t:i.c 

redundancy in the sequence of words can ident:ify mcanjng from the 

visual representation of language and does not need to first 

tra?1slate symbols to sounds to identify words. RcacJ-ing prob1 ems 

arc caused by the inability to adequately use syntactic and semantic 

redundancy. Stauffer ( 1971) suggested that "cri. t:i.ca l, creative and 

versatile :reading" (p, 17) must be accomplished by "sound economical 

means" (p. J. 7). The child should use only the cues necessary to 

derive the appropriate meaning. 

The Chilcl's_View of_the Reading Process 

During the past several decades, reading researchers have 

explored the child's understanding of the process and purpose of 

reading as well as the concepts of linguistic units. In analyzing 

the data, the investigators made inferences about the subj ccts' 
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thought processes through both motor behavior ru1d verbal responses. 

Language, itself, played a key role in the study of language concepts 

and reading concepts. In every study cited in this section, the 

child had to interpret and process the investigator's instructions. 

In other words, the child was expected to comprehend language. In 

many cases, the child was also required to answer questions verbally, 

to produce language. Due to the intricate relationships among 

cognition, oral language, and reading, the evaluation of a child's 

concept of reading was bound to the child's language ability. The 

data from these studies revealed that the child's concept of reading 

differed significantly from the psycholinguist's view. 

The Child's Concept of t~e Process and Purpose of_ Rea.9-J:21_g_ 

Several interview studies with preschoolers and elementary 

school youngsters indicated that young children were frequently 

unaware of or confused about the reading process and purpose. In 

one study, beginning first graders from divergent socioeconomic 

backgrounds were asked "What is reading?" (Weintraub and Denny, 1965, 

p, 326), The children had widely differing views of the reading 

process. Approximately 27 percent of the children failed to state 

an intelligible concept of the reading act. About 33 percent of the 

children related reading with objects or materials which are used in 

reading, while 20 percent of the subjects gave valuative responses, 

mechanical responses, or expectation responses. Only 20 percent of 

the subjects, however, gave a cognitive response in which they 

c01npared reading to a meaningful, thinking act. 
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In another study, Weintraub and Denny (1966) explored the 

child's ideas about the purpose of learning to read. The first 

graders from various socioeconomic backgrounds in the midwest were 

asked if they wanted to learn to read and why. Approximately one

fourth of the children gave no reason or a vague, meaningless reason 

for wanting to learn to read. When asked, "ifaat do you have to do to 

learn to read?" (Weintraub and Denny, 1966, p. 444), 34 percent of 

the children failed to give an intelligible response. A total of 

41 percent gave an obedience--oriented response and 22 percent thought 

someone else would show or teach them how to read. Only 37 percent 

of the children assumed part of the responsibility for learning how 

to read. 

Mason (1967) asked a group of four and five--year--olds from all 

levels of society in Georgia whether they liked to read. Over 90 

percent of the subjects believed that they could already read and 

that they enjoyed it. Mason (1967) concluded that the first step in 

reading Teadiness and beginning reading should be to help the child 

realize he does not already know how to read. 

In Edinburgh, Reid (1966) used the semi-structured interview 

method to discover what ideas about reading were held by five--year-olcls 

upon entering school. From the interviews which took place two months 

after school began, Reid (1966) concluded that the twelve children 

demonstrated a "general lack of any specific expectancies of \,1hat 

reading was going to be like, of what the activity consisted in, of the 

purpose and the use of it., of the relationship between Teading and writing" 
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(p. 58) . Reid (1966) observed that for these. children ". . . reading, 

prior to the experience, is a mysterious activity, to which they 

come with only the vaguest of expectancies" (p. 60). 

In a replication of Reid's research, Downing (1970a) generally 

confirmed the original findings. However, when concrete aids: 

color photographs taken in school, some of which pictured reading 

situations, books with text only, and toy cars and buses with license 

plates and signs, were presented to the subjects, the motor and 

verbal responses were enhanced. The children could recognize the 

reading act in pictures. If they were holding a book, the children 

could explain in more technically correct terms what their parents 

did when they read. Downing (1970) concluded that "these young 

children were groping towards an· understanding of the technical 

concepts of language, although they had been very much less able to 

use tbern accurately in the verbal interviews" (p. 111). 

Lee (1969) found that children's responses to the question, 

"What is reading?" (p. 403) fell into two general categories. Answers 

\-Ihich emphasized translating symbols to sound or saying words were 

labeled superficial and mechanical. AnsweTs which expressed a 

reaction to ideas, an evaluation of the author's thoughts or the 

development of understanding were labeled personal and significant" 

Lee concluded that too many children had been Jed to believe that 

reacl:ing is a mechanical activity highly related to phonics. 

The child's perception of reading throughout the elementary 

school years was further investigated by Tovey (1976). Children in 
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grades one through six were asked to read a paragraph from a book of 

their choice, the paragraph in cloze procedure, and an unfamiliar 

story. Although the children were not instructed to read orally, 

only 20 percent of the children read silently and none of the first 

and second graders read silently. Next, the children were asked 

"What do you think you do when you read?" (Tovey, 1976, p. 537). The 

majority of the children responded with superficial, mechanical 

answers. A total of 43 percent of the subjects said that read:i.ng 

was looking at, saying, reading or thinking words and 29 percent 

said that it was spelling, talking, memorizing, or breathing. Only 

28 percent of the children thought that reading vias related to 

meaning and understanding. 1be children did not recognize the 

importance of efficiency in decoding. The great majority of children, 

83 percent, believed that they looked at every word while reucling 

and ove:· half of the children, 57 percent, believed that they looked 

at each letter in eveTy word \vhile reading. Finally, the children 

read a paragraph they had never seen befoTe and were asked how they 

figured out the words. Only two subjects referred to all three cue 

systems. A total of 93 percent of the children did not mention 

syntactic or semantic cues. Tovey (1976) proposed that children had 

been taught to perceive reading as an oral activity in which they 

pronounce words after looking at each letter. Instead of using the 

word recognition reading model, teachers should instruct students to 

use the fewest cues necessary in silent reading. Tovey (1976) also 
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suggested helping children place less dependence on sound-symbol cues 

and more emphasis on syntactic and semantic cues. 

The Child's Understanding and Use of Linguistic Terms_ 

Research studies also demonstrated that children experience 

difficulty in comprehending and using linguistic terms. In the first 

interview, Reid (1966) found that the children displayed "a great 

poverty of linguistic equipment" (p. 58). 111e children also failed 

to express an understanding "that written words were composed of 

letters \vhich stood for sounds 71 (Reid, 1966, p. 61). In the process 

of overcoming uncertainties about language units, the following five 

realizations had to be made by the child: 

1. There m~e two modes of conveying information: pictures 

and written symbols. 

2. TI1ere are two classes of symbols: alphabetical and 

numerical. 

3. Words compose almost all written language and spoken 

language. 

4. Words are spatially ordered groups of letters which have 

a systematic relation to the ordered sounds of speech. 

S. There are special terms or labels such as letter, number, 

and word to be used for the units of language and these teTms must 

be used correctly to achieve effective communication. 

An understanding of the simplest kind of hierarchal structure, 

a class with two or more subclasses., appeared to be essent·i.al for 

the development of ,language concepts. 
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In the Teplication of Rei<l Is study, D01vning (1970a) also noted 

extensive confusion in the children I s use of abstract technical 

linguistic terms such as Jetter and number. To test the hypothesis 

that recognition of a term may be an easier form of response than 

production, Downing (1970a) presented fouT and five-year-olds with 

recorded auditory stimuli including non-human noises, single vowel 

phonemes, single woTds, phrases, a11d sentences. In one session, 

the child was asked whetheT each stimuli was a 11w0Td. rr None of the 

subjects' categories of wore!_ corresponded with the adult concept of 

word. In the second session, the child was ask eel whetheT each 

stimuli was a 'lsouncl. 11 None of the subjects' categories of ~ouncl 

corresponded with the concept of E_l]-oneme. Downing (1970a) proposed 

that the child's confusion oveT linguistic terms was probably a 

result of his past expeTience with language. Oral speech is not 

segmented into 1vo:r:ds. In the child rs search for understanding, the 

most outstanding unit was "a chunk of meaning so 'fish and chips' 

can just as \vell be a word as 'milk"' (Downing, 1970a, p. 111). 

Spoken language does not foster mvare11ess of word or phoneme since 

pauses within words are at times longer than pauses between words and 

since the phoneme is raTely heard in isolation in speech. In everyday 

speech, sound refers to a vaTiety of noises. Therefore, it was not 

surprising that sound_ was even less understood than word, 

The beginning first grader's ability to discriminate among 

numbers, letters, and words in the written form was investigated by 

Meltzer and Herse (1969). After looking at cards with single numbers, 
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single letters, and words, the child was asked to pick up all the 

cards with numbers on them. After looking at cards \vith three, :four, 

and five digit numbers, single letters, and words, the child was 

asked to pick up all the cards with words on them. 111e children's 

performances revealed confusion concerning the categm~ies of number, 

letter, and word. 

Evidep.ce for a Developmental Theory of Reading Concepts 

Several researchers found evidence which indicated a sequence 

of development in the attainment of reading concepts. Reid (1966) 

conducted follow-up interviews at the middle and the end of the 

school year in order to trace the development of reading concepts 

during the ~ntire first year of school. These interviews revealed 

that the steps needed to eliminate uncertainty were not easily 

achieved and that "the children groped towards the neces~,ary ordering 

elements at varying speeds and with varying degrees of success" (Reid, 

1966, p. 61). At the conclusion of the study, some children were just 

beginning to be able to expTess the reading process while othe-rs, who 

had expressed the concepts earlier, were developing more sophisticated 

ideas. Success seemed to depend partly on vocabulary and partly on 

the understanding of one--to-one correspondence, with exceptions 

possible, between the elements of spoken language and those of 

written language. 

In a developmental study in New Zealand, Clay (1966) also 

observed five-year-olds throughout their first year of school. Clay's 

observations and conclusions were summarized by Robinson (.1975), 
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Less than half of the children at the end of the year were able to 

isolate any word or any letter and were obviously confused during 

discussions of letters and words. Clay's research suggested that 

finger pointing to words along with staccato pronunciation reflected 

an important stage in the matching of printed words to spoken words 

and should not be discouraged during beginning reading instruction. 

A larger number of subjects at several age levels, 4.5-5.S 

years, 5.6-6.5 years, and 6.6-8.0 years, participated in a study 

similar to Downing' s original word and sound identification experiment 

(Downing and Oliver, 1973-1974). White, middle-class children from 

Victoria, British Columbia, listened to taped midi tory stimuli and 

were required to identify words. The results indicated that young 

child:ecn did not have an adequate concept of the spoken word but that 

the concept would irn1nove as the children gTew older. Children up 

to age 6. 5 tended to confuse non--verbal sounds, phrases, and 

sentences with spoken words but by age eight this confusion almost 

cl.i sappea:red. Children from age 5. 6 to age 6, S tended to exclude 

long words from their concept of spoken words. Downing and Oliver 

(1973-1974) hn1othes:ized that children who ,vere learning to read in 

school saw short words most often in their readers and associated 

the teacher's verbal label "woTcl!t with these short words. Al 1 the 

children up to age eight confused isolated phonemes and syllables 

with words. 

Another developmental study, using the s;:1me classifications 

of auditory stimuli as in the preceding study, was conducted by 
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Johns (1977) with white middle and upper middle-class subjects at three 

age levels: 5.6-6.5 years, 6.6-8.0 years, and 8.1-9.5 years. As in 

the Downing-Oliver study, many of the beginning readers appeared to be 

in a state of confusion and failed to consistently recognize spoken 

words as words. However, by second and third grade, 80 percent of the 

children in the 8.1 to 9.5 year-old group were able to distinguish non

verbal abstract stimuli, non-verbal real-life stimuli, phrases, and 

sentences from words. Some confusion still remained ,vhether phonemes, 

syllables, and long words were words. Although a sequence of develop

ment was implied, there was a considerable range of individual differ-

ences. 

A study to trace the child's comprehension of instructional 

terms and recognition of spoken and written language units was conducted 

by Francis (1973) in Leeds, England, with five, six, and seven-year-olds 

of above average ability. During the interview session, the children 

were asked to say any letter they knew and then asked in ,vhat ways 

letters were used. The same questions were asked about words and 

sentences. The children were then shown a card with two pTintecl 

examples of each category and the children were asked to point out an 

example of a letter, a word, and a sentence. The data Tevealed that 

the concept of letter was least difficult. Francis (1973) proposed 

that the letter concept was learned during readiness and beginning 

reading instruction but that the word and sentence concepts were only 

mastered after the children were actually reading independently. Since 

these terms were not learned during the development of oral language, 
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Francis (1973) concluded that linguistic vocabulary must be developed 

as a part of reading instruction. 

During an interview session, Fryer (1976) questioned children 

from four to eight years of age a.bout the process and purpose of 

reading as well as the lingu:i.stic units: word, letter, and sound. 

FryeT proposed three stages in the developing conceptualization of 

reading. At level one, four and five-year-olds demonstrated little 

understanding of the purpose or process of reading and were unaware of 

the relationship between reading and writing. At level two, five and 

six-year-olds began to develop the terminology of language, to search 

for rules and regularity, to develop awareness of alphabetic symbols 

and to begin using phonetic analysis. By level three, six:, seven, and 

eight-year-olds were aware of using phonetic analysis, made speculations 

about the rules of spelling and punctuation, and lmclerstood that books 

contain stories and that the words have to mean something. 

The Child's Concept of Word 

The child's word concept has been studied through several types 

of investigative procedures: the auditory word boundary task, the 

visual word boundary task, and the interview. These word concept 

studies produced findings very similar to those of the interview 

studies on the comprehensive reading concept. Young children did not 

demonstrate the ability to approach either oral or i-r.citten language 

analytically and they were confused about what constitutes a word. A 

sequence of development in the attainment of the word concept was 

indicated by the data as well. 
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In 1955, a Russian project by Karpova (1966) studied the young 

child's ability to dissolve a spoken sentence into lexical units 

through two methods: one with concrete objects which the child used 

to demonstrate the number of units he heard and one in which the child 

repeated a verbal utterance and counted the number of units. The 

children were also asked to tell which word they heard first, second, 

or last. Three stages were observed in the tasks of counting words 

and identifying their ordinal position. The youngest children did not 

break up the sentence on the basis of :individual words but either 

looked at the sentence as a unified whole or broke the sentence into 

semantic units. Older children were able to isolate the main action 

of the sentence and upon further questioning were able to break the 

sentence into subject and predicate. A few of the olde:r children were 

able to isolate most of the words although they had difficulty isoL1ting 

prepositions and conjunctions. 

Huttenlocher (1964) hypothesized that the child I s first mu1ti

word verbalizations were learned as single units and could only be 

differentiated into separate words at a later time. In an auditory 

word boundary experiment with five and six-year--olds, Huttenlocher (1964) 

observed that the children found it more difficult to separate and to 

reverse two word utterances that were common to everyday speech than 

those that were seldom heard of illogical. 

Holden and MacGini tie (1969) observed that kindergartners 1vho 

were tested individually for the ability to identify 1s;ord boundaries 

in spoken sentences had more trouble isolating function words than 
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woTCls with more lexical mearnng. The iWT<l th(;_, for example, \\,as 

compounded with the following or the preceding word in almost every 

instance. The data indicated that the greater the proportion of 

meaningful content words in the sentence, the greater the percentage 

of correct segmentations. 

During a written word boundary study, Meltzer and Herse (1969) 

gave children a sentence strip with half again as much space between 

words and letters as that in standard print. First, the children 

were asked to count the words as they pointed to each word. Then the 

first graders were told to cut off one word at a time. Following an 

analysis of the errors, Meltzer and Herse (1969) proposed the 

following sequence in the development of the written woTd boundary 

concept: 

l. Letters are words. 

2. A word is composed of more than one letter. 

3. The printer's space indicates the word boundaTy except ivhen 

the word is short or long. Short words are combined but long words 

are divided. 

4. Only long words are divided. 

S. Tirn printer's space indicates a word boundary unless there 

is a tall letter in the middle of a long word. 

6. The printer's space indicates the word boundary. 

Meltzer and Herse (1969) suggested that this progression is a 

logical result of the children's previous experience with language and 

of their use and progress in beginning :reading materials. TI1e 



researchers made this conunent concerning the subjects' inability to 

handle language analytically. 

Learning to read requires an orientation toward language which 
is new to many six year olds. They are accustomed to react 
to language and to respond in their own speech in terms of 
meaning. In first grade, often for the first time, they are 
required to regard their language analytically, in terms of 
its structure. They must learn to segment the stream of 
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speech, to which previously they have only reacted automatically, 
into its syntactic and phonological features (p. 12). 

The skills necessary to develop the written word boundary concept 

had not been directly taught to the school children in this study 

since it was either assumed they already possessed the concepts or 

would discover the concepts on their own. Although the children 

made logical assumptions based on their experience, their assumptions 

at the beginning stages of reading instruction were not those expected 

by their educators. 

In a study similar to the Meltzer and Herse study, Kingston, 

Weaver and Figa (1972) tested the ability of first graders in rural 

Georgia to segment sentence strips into words. The most common 

error was combining two or more words. In basal and pseudo word 

sentences, the combining errors were generally combining a one-letter 

word with another word. Even though the pseudo words did not expTess 

meaning, the children treated them like the basal woTds of approximately 

the same length. However, combination errors in sentences at an 

adult reading level reflected the failure to perceive any ,,10rd meaning 

or to recognize the printer's space as a boundary line. 

An aural word boundary study by Fox and Routh (1975) required 

children from age three to age seven to repeat spoken sentences and 
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tl1en to divide sentences into words, words into syllables, and 

syllables into phonemes. However, the instructions did not contain 

linguistic terms but asked the child to repeat "a little bit" (Fox 

and Routh, 1975, p. 336) of what was said. TI1e results in general 

indicated that with this procedure the childTen were capable of 

segmenting sentences into words, words into syllables, and syllables 

into phonemes at a younger age than previously observed, Differences 

in the samples could have been responsible for this apparent contra

diction with previous studies. The mean intelligence quotient of 117 

was higher than that of the genexal population. The Hollingshead 

occupational rating of 1.86 indicated that the children's parents 

were professional people. Therefore, the chilcl:nm I s home environments 

most likely provided greater exposure to reading materials and 

opport,:ni ties to observe and participate in the reading process. 

During an interview study in Geneva, children between the ages 

of £ou1' aIJ.d eleven listened to the researcher p:ronounce a list of 

French words and ask after each word, "Is that a wo:rd?" (Papand:ropoulou 

and Sinclair, 1974, p. 243). Next the subjects were asked to give a 

verbal definition of word and criteria with which one can identify a 

word. Finally, the children were asked to say a long word, a short 

word, a clifficul t word, and a word they n1ade up. Four levels of 

metalinguistic understanding \'Jere observed. The youngest children at 

the first level did not differentiate between words and things. 

Objects and actions were considered to be words. Long objects or 

actions that take a long time were given for examples of long words 

while sm:::tll objects or actions that are completed in a brief time were 
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considered small words. When asked to invent a word, young children 

mentioned imaginary or impossible situations. No mention was made of 

letters, sounds, or reality. The children from approximately age 

five to age seven were at the second level. TI1ey did not confuse 

words with reality but recognized words as comments on something or 

labels for reality. Nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs were 

generally considered to be words, but articles, prepositions, and 

conjunctions were not. Since the children tended to confuse word with 

sentence, long words were considered to be tivo clauses and short 1v0rds 

were considered to be only one clause. Words were defined as names 

of tangible objects as well as complete clauses or sentences that 

expressed actions or events. Instead of inventing words, the children 

invented impossible stories. Children from about age six to age 

eight were at the third level. Words had become detached fro1;1 reality 

and were perceived as parts of larger meaningful expressions or 11bits 

of a story 11 (Papandropoulou and Sinclair, 1974, p. 246). Words were 

considered incomplete since the story provided the meaning. Some 

children could name long and short words on the basis of the number of 

letters or syllables. The older children from age eight to age ten 

were at the fourth stage. Words acquired a separate existence as 

meaningful units which were members of grammatical c1asses and appeared 

in both spoken and written forms.. Words consisted of a sequence of 

letters which meant something. :Multi-syllabic or irregular] y spelled 

words were considered .to be difficult words. Papandropoulou and 

Sinclair (1974) concluded that the slow development of metalinguistic 
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competence was surprising in light of the young child's competence 

in speaking and understanding oral language. They suggested that 

before children can recognize and reflect upon metalinguistic activity, 

they need opportunities to manipulate these rules. In this way, they 

can acquire a practical comprehension and production capacity for 

themselves. 

Children's Language Concepts and Reading Performance 

Downing (1971-1972) viewed learning to read as a problem 

solving task in which solutions to sub-problems result in increased 

cognitive clarity. Therefore, the best indicatOT of the child's 

reading readiness as well as progress in learning to read would be 

his level of understanding of the reading process. Do\ming (1970b) 

also hypothesized that cognitive clarity would be hjghly correlated 

with reading success and cognitive confusion would be highly corre

lated with reading failure. Research studies in the areas of early 

successful reading, reading readiness, and reading achievement have 

dealt ,vi th Downing I s hypotheses. 

Home Background, Cognitive Clarity, and EvtlyReading Success 

In a California study of children 1vho learned to read at home 

before entering first grade, Durkin (1961) noted that the families 

displayed a high regard for reading and family members read to the 

preschoolers regularly. One of her hypotheses proposed that the 

. child's perception of what it means to read affects the child's 

attitude toward learning to read and his subsequent achievement. 
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During interviews with parents of early reader-s, Durkin (1967) found 

that most of the children received aid from their par-ents in the form 

of answers to persistent questions about written words in books and 

newspapers or on signs, labels, and television. 

Studies by Downing, Ollila and Oliver (1975) confirmed the 

hypothesis that home background experiences are related to forming 

the reading concept and to learning technical language. Canadian 

Indian children \vith no literacy tradition were significantly less 

able to recognize acts of reading and writing and had less mature 

concepts of linguistic terms and the communication aspect of both 

reading and writing. In Vancouver., British Columbia, kindergartners 

from high socioeconomic family backgrounds scored significantly higher 

on tests of linguistic concepts than kindergartners fTom middle and 

lower socioeconomic family backgrounds. 

Word Boundary Consciousness, Reading Readiness, and Reading Achievement 

Holden and MacGinitie (1969) investigated the relationship 

between ability to locate aural word boundaries and perforn1ance on a 

New York State reading readiness test. The correlations lietween the 

three versions of the woTd boundary test and the readiness scores, 

including both the subtests and the total score., Here all very low. 

The relationship between ability to locate both aural and 

visual word boundaries and reading test peTformance was studied by 

McNinch (1974). A group of beginning first graders 1vere given the 

Metropolitan Reading Readiness Test, an aural word Tepresentat:Lon test 

and a visual word boundary test. The data revealed no significant 
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differences among the good, average, and poor readiness groups on the 

ability to segment aural speech into ivords. However, there was a 

significant difference in ability to segment written language. The 

high readiness subjects made more correct visual decisions than the 

poor readiness subjects who seemed to equate wor~. with l_ettcr_. The 

Metropolitan Reading Achievement Test, Form F, was administered at 

the end of first grade. Regression equations indicated that aural 

words correct significantly predicted encl of year reading achievement 

but visual words correct did not. 

Working with preschoolers, kindergartners and first graders, 

Ehri (1975) compared the pre-readers' ability and the readers' ability 

to embed single ivords into syntactically correct contexts, to segment 

sentences into words and syllables, to identify a word which clis

tinguishe;d two othenvise identical sentences, and to identify from 

within the context of a sentence, words with specific first and final 

syllables. Readers scored higher than either the younger or the older 

groups of pre--readers. Therefore, Ehri (1975) concluded that readers 

possess greater conscious awareness of the constituents of speech and 

that exposure to print teaches what a \vord is according to printing 

conventions. He also :found that readers have a more advanced knowledge 

of function words. 

Cogni!_iv~~lari ty, R~ading Readiness, and Readir~g Achieve me_~~ 

Blanton and Mason (1971) administered an individual reading 

interest survey and the Metropolitan Reading Readiness Test to 

beginning fi:rst graders in Florida. The interest survey, consisting of 
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questions which required a verbal response, was constructed to provide 

information about each child 1 s language map of reading, For this 

population, there was "a positive relationship between the completeness 

of six-year-old children's language maps and their scores on reading 

readiness tests" (Blanton and Mason, 1971, p. 45). TI1e Metropolitan 

Achievement Test was administered in the spring. A significant 

correlation was found between the interest survey score and both the 

Nord discrimination subtest and the reading comprehension subtest but 

not between the interest survey and the word knmvledge subtest. 

Johns (1974) investigated the reading concepts of good and poor 

readers. The fourth and fifth graders were asked to define reading 

and their responses were evaluated. The children's reading ability 

was measured by performance on the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test, 

Survey D. Good readers, students a year or more above grade level, 

produced a significantly greater number of meaningful defini t:ions of 

reading th;:m poor readers, students a year or more be1ow grade level. 

During her interview investigation of chi1dren I s thoughts about 

reading, Fryer (1976) observed that if a child did not demonstrate the 

linguistic concepts characteristic of his age level, he was functioning 

in reading below the level of the other children in his age group,. 

She hypothesized that concepts about reading were of gTeater value in 

determining the child's present reading ability than age, reading tests, 

or inventories which had been used by the teachers. 



SvmmaTy _of __ the Chapter 

This chapter reviewed the theories and research studies which 

have dealt with the intricate and often controversial relationships 

,m1ong cognition, language, linguistic concepts, and reading. Many 

variables in the research, such as environment, the size and charac

terj stics of the san~le, testing procedures and testing materials, 

have affected the results of the previous studies. These variables 

had to be considered when drawing conclusions from the data. The 

following inferences were drawn from the review of the literature: 
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1. Language development in the early stages is very dependent 

on previously formed cognitive structures but language plays a vital 

role 5ri the later expression, socialization, and further extension of 

thought. 

2. Conservation ability may be an accurate indicator of 

reading Tea<liness and the attainment of the concrete operations may be 

related to the understanding of linguistic concepts ~1d to reading 

achievement. 

3. 1he child's concept of the reading purpose and process, as 

well as his understanding and use of linguistic terms, has been shown 

to differ substantially from the adult view as represented by the 

psycholinguistic model of reading, 

4, Data has indicated a sequence of development in the attain

ment of reading and linguistic concepts and this sequence proceeds 

logically from the child I s experience with language and with reading 

instruction. 
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5. A few studies have indicated that theTe is a Telationship 

between a child 1 s undeTstanding of Teading and both Teading Teadiness 

and lateT achievement. 

111eTe is a need foT Teplication and furtheT reseaTch which 

deals with the relationship between cognitive development and reading 

and the Telationship between cognitive clarity of Teading and reading 

peTformance. The main stumbling block to previous and future research 

is the complexity and overlap among cognition, language, and reading. 



CHAPTER III 

DESIGN OF THE STUDY 

fm~r.9se_ 

Recent research established that the young child's perception 

of the reading process and his conceptualization of linguistic terms 

such as letter and wo:rd varied substantially from the adult's viewpoint. 

The young child's verbal remarks about language and reading frequently 

revealed uncertainties and misconceptions. A possibJe explanation for 

the confusion children experience while learning to read was found in 

Piaget's developmental theory. 

The primary purpose of this quasi-~xperimental study was to 

investigate the relationship between a child is level of cognitive 

develop;nent and his understanding of the reading vrocess. Each child I s 

level of cognitive development, either preoperational-transitional or 

concrete operational, was determined by performance on Piagetian 

conservation tasks. Each subject in the preoperational-transitional 

group and each subject in the concrete operational group was evaluated 

on five tasks. An additive cl8.ssification task similar to one used 

by Piaget investigated the child 1 s ability to assign concrete objects 

to classifications. Two free sorting tasks explored the child's non

verbal and verbal understanding of these written language units: 

number, letter, word, and sentence. Verbal responses made during the 

free sorting tasks were examined for evidence of cognitive clarity_, 
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and a cognitive clarity score was determined for each subjecL The 

chi l<l' s verbal responses made during the semi--structured interview 

were examined for cognitive clarity, and a cognitive clarity score 

was determined. A two dimensional repeated measures design was used 

to establish whether significant differences existed between the two 

groups on the five measures. 
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The secondary purpose of the study was to investigate the 

relationship between cognitive clarity of reading and reading perforn1ancc. 

Correlation coefficients were determined for fourteen variables 

including: scores from the five tasks completed during the study, 

sex, and standardized reading test scores. 

Interaction Effect 

aae 
b ' 

l. There is no significant interaction bctiveen the two groups 

and repeated meccsu:rements on the groups . 
.I 

Main Effects 

2, There is no significant difference betiveen the group means. 

3. There is no significant difference between the task means, 

Correlations 

4. There is no significant correlation between performance on 

the Piagetian conservation tasks and sex. 

5. There is no significant correlation between pe:rformance on 

the Piagetian conservation tasks and age. 
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6. There is no significant correlation between performance on 

Piagetian conservation tasks and: 

a. performance on the free sorting task with letters, 
numbers, and non-lette:r non-number characters, 

b. performance on the free sorting task ,vith nonsense 
words, meaningful words, phrases, and sentences. 

7. 'TI1ere is no significant correlation between performance on 

the Piagetian conservation tasks and: 

a. the cognitive clarity score derived from the sorting 
task, 

b. the cognitive clarity score derived from the interview, 

c. the combined cognitive clarity sco:ce. 

8. There is no significant correlation between performance on 

the Piagetian consel'vation tasks and performance on the total reading 

scale or any of the subscales. 

9. The-re is no significant correlation between performance on 

the a<lditi ve classification task with concrete objects and: 

a. performance on the Piagetian conservation tasks, 

b. performance on the free sorting task with letteTs, 
numbers, and non-letter non-number characters, 

c. performance on the free sorting task with nonsense 
words, meaningful words, phrases, and sentences. 

10. 111ere is no significant correlation between the cognitive 

clarity score derived from the free sorting tasks and the total 

Teading scale or any of the subscales. 

11. There is no significant correlation between the cognitive 

clarity score derived from the interview session and the total 

reading scale or any of the subscales. 



12. There is no significant correlation between the combined 

cognitive c.larity score and the total reading scale or any of its 

subscalcs. 

Preparatory Instruments and Procedures 

Pilot St~j.y 
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TI1e initial step in conducting this research project was a 

pilot study completed in December, 1976. The primary purpose of the 

pilot study was to examine and refine the free sorting language tasks 

and the interview questions designed by this researcher. 

TI1e subjects were two children from another second grade class 

in the same school. The classroom teacher considered the male subject 

to be a gifted student, while the female subject was considered a 

below averR-gc student. 

TI1e subjects were examined individually on five tasks: a 

conservation of substance Piagetian task; a free sorting task using 

cards with single letters, numbers, or non-letter non-nW11ber characters; 

a free sorting ta~.k using cards with three letter nonsense words, tluee 

letter meaningful words, and three word phrases; a structured interview 

session; and ,>. letter and word identification task utilizing a 1 ine of 

pTint. 

As a result of this pilot study, changes were made in the test 

instruments and pTocedures. A detailed description of these changes can 

be found in Appendix A. The letter and wo:rd identification task proved 

to be unnecessa:ry and was eliminated. 



Twenty second grade children from a heterogeneously grouped, 

self-contained class in a middle-income, suburban school district in 
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western New York were selected for the study. The children I s ages 

ranged fTorn 7. 3 years to 9. 2 years. The mean age was 8. 0 years. 

Eight girls and twelve boys participated in the project (See Appendix 

B, Table A). 

Six mixed verbal and non-verbal Piageticm conservation tasks were 

administered in order to assign the subjects to one of two groups, either 

a preoperational-transitional group or a concrete operational group. 

Conservation of number task. Six black checkers and six red 

checl(e'.'s were placed in t,vo identical rows, The child was asked, "Do 

you agree that there are the same 11urnber of red checkers as the:re aTe 

black checkers?" Following the response, the checkers were stacked one 

on top of the other. The chi 1.d was asked, "Are there more red chec:.ke.rs, 

more black checkers, or are the numbers of black and red checkers equal?" 

The examiner waited for the response and asked, nwhy do you think so?" 

Conservation of substance task. The child was shown two identical 

balls of clay. When the child agreed that the balls of clay 1veTe equal, 

the examiner Tolled one ball into a snake. The child was asked, "Do 

you think the snake has more clay than the ball, less clay than the 

bal 1, or the same amount of clay as the bal 1 ?11 1be examiner \vai tecl for 

the response and then asked, "Why do you think so?" 
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Conservation of liquid t~~!_. TI1e child was shown two identica] 

clear glass tumblers \vith equal amounts of water but one tumbler con

tained colored water. The child \vas asked, "Do these containers have 

the same amount of water?" After the child responded positively, the 

examiner poured the clear liquid into a tall, narro1v cylinder. TI1e 

child was asked, "Is there more colored water, more clear water, or 

aTe the amounts of water equal?" The examiner waited for an answer 

and asked, "Why do you think so?" 

Conservation of area task. The child was shown two identical 

sheets of gTeen paper each having four wooden blocks pushed together 

in the same location as well as a small toy hcffse. The examiner said, 

"Let's pretend these are fields. Do you think the fields have the 

same amount of grass for each horse?" After the child responded 

positively, the examiner said, "I am going to move these barns." The 

examiner separated the four blocks on one of the green sheets so there 

was one block near each coTner. The child ,vas asked, "Do you think 

the two fields have the same amount of grass for each horse?" The 

examiner waited for the reply and asked, 11M1y do you think so? 11 

Cor~~ervat:i._~ of weight task. The child was given two relatively 

equal balls of clay and was allowed to add or .subtTact clay until he 

believed the two weighed the same. TI1e examiner then flattened one 

ball into a pancake and.asked, "Is there more clay in the ball, more 

clay in the flattened clay, or are the amounts of clay still the same? 11 

TI1e examiner waited for the response and asked, "Why do you think so?" 
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Conservation of volurne task. The i::xarnu1cr '.:,l10v1cd the child a 

ping-pong ball and a ball of clay approximately the same size as the 

ping-pong ball. As the examiner lowered the ping-pong ball into a 

container of colored water, the child ,vas asked, "What do you think 

will happen when I push this ping-pong ball in the ,vater? 11 The 

examiner then demonstrated to the child what happened to the water 

line when the ball Has pushed into the container. The child was then 

asked, "What do you think \vill happen when I put the clay ball in the 

water?" The examiner waited for the answer and asked, 11 \Vhy do you 

think this will happen? 11 

The subjects' raw scores on the conservation tasks provided the 

basis for assigning the children to one of the t1vo groups: preopera

tiona1-transitiona1 or concrete operational. Those subjects who obtained 

a rail score from zero to four were considered preoperational or trans:i

tionaJ an.cl those who obtained a raw scoTe of five or six were considered 

concrete operational. This decision was supported by the fact that the 

mean score was 4.1. The preoperationa1-transitional subjects all scored 

below the mean. It has been estabhshed by Piaget and Inhelder (1969) 

that conservation of substance and liquid is usually attained at age 

seven or eight, conservation of weight is usually attai11ed at age nine or 

ten, and conservation of volume is usually attairwd at age 11 or 12. 

Hyde (1970) reported that Elkind I s Piagetian replication study in 1961 

agreed with Piaget's findings. Consequently, the children who success

fully completed all conservation tasks except conservation of volume 

we:re considered concrete operc1tional, Table 1 provides further informa

tion concerning individual and group performance on the conservation tasks. 
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Table 1 

Performance on Conservation Tasks 

Conservation Tasks 

Subject A B C D E F Total Score 

1 0 

2 + 1 

3 + 1 

4 + + + 3 

5 + + + 3 

6 + + + 3 

7 + + + + 4 

8 + + + + 4 

9 + + + + 4 

10 + + + + + 5 

11 + + + + + 5 

12 + + + + + 5 

13 + + + + + 5 

14 + + + + + 5 

15 + + + + + 5 

16 + + + + + 5 

17 + + + + + + 6 

18 + + + + + + 6 

19 + + + + + + 6 

20 + + + + + + 6 

Note. The conservation tasks included: A-numbeT, B--substance 

c-liquid, D-area, E--weight, and F-volume. 
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Test Instruments and Procedures 

Once the two groups were determined, the research was comprised 

of four distinct tasks: the additive classification of concrete 

objects; the free sorti.ng tasks with letters, numbers, and non-letter 

non-number characters; the free sorting task with nonsense words, 

meaningful words, phrases, and sentences; and the semi-stTuctured inter

view session. Therefore, the instruments and procedures for each task 

will be discussed separately. Data which pertains to the four tasks 

appears in Appendix B. 

The Additive Classification Task with Concrete Objects 

An additive classification task similar to one used by Piaget 

was administered individually to the subjects in both groups. The 

child's ability to freely sort concrete objects into two subgroups 

based on these physical attributes: color, shape, size, and depth, 

was evaluated. The child was asked to verbally justify his groupings. 

Instruments. Circles and squares in two colors, two sizes, and 

two thicknesses were selected from the Logical Blocks Kit produced by 

the Webster Division of the McGraw Hill Book Company, New York. Two 

cardboard boxes were also used. 

Procedure. All the blocks were randomly placed on the table 

before the child. The examiner instructed the child, "Put the objects 

into boxes so that theiobjects belong together in each box. Be sure 

to use all of the objects. 11 If a child appeared to be unsure of the 

task, the directions were repeated or rephrased if necessary. Upon 

completion of the sorting, the examiner pointed to each box and asked, 
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"Why do these objects belong together?" Then the examiner again placed 

the objects on the table randomly and said, "Now think of another way 

to put the objects into the boxes so that the objects belong together 

in the box. Be sure to use all of the objects." Upon completion of 

the task, the child was asked to justify his sorting. The procedure 

was repeated until a child either completed a sorting for each of the 

attributes or was unable to think of another logical grouping. The 

child's non-verbal and verbal responses were recorded. 

The First Free Sorting Task 

A free sorting mixed verbal and non-verbal task was designed by 

the researcher and administered individually to determine whether the 

subject was able to make classes and sub-classes of single written 

characters. 

Instruments. The following characters were written on 16 

individual small cards in black ink: 

Capital letters - g_, ~. ~. and Q 

Lower case letters - ~' ~. .[, and k 

Numbers - J_, .!, l, and 8 

Non-letter non-number figures - C, ( 
' 

3-, and (\J . 

A red line was drawn along the bottom of each card. 

Procedure. The cards were randomly placed on the table before 

the child. The examiner instructed the child, "Put the cards into the 

two boxes so that all the cards belong together in each box. The red 

line shows the bottom of the card. Be sure to use all of the cards." 

Upon completion of the sorting task, the examiner pointed to each box 
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and asked, 11 \\~1y do these cards belong together?" Depending on this 

initial sorting, the child was asked to make sub-groups from one or 

both of the original groups and was then asked to justify his sorting. 

The examiner was flexible in his questioning and in structuring the 

tasks in order to discover the child's thought behind his actions. The 

examiner recorded all verbal and non-verbal responses. 

TI1e Second Free Sorting Task 

A free sorting mixed verbal and non-verbal task was designed by 

the researcher and administered individually to determine whether the 

subject was able to make classes and sub-classes of nonsense words, 

meaningful ,wrds, phTases, and sentences. 

InstTuments. 111e following items weTe written on 16 individual 

small cards in black ink: 

Nonsense words - nar, fonor, kife, and dample 

Meaningful words - school, candy, boy, and grasshopper 

Phrases - to play, in the house, a big apple, and looking at 

the little dog 

Sentences - Mother helps me., You will have fun at the park., 

I can't go fishing., and The bus is stopping here. 

All the meaningful words were selected from a first grade basal reader 

which had been used in the school so all the children had been exposed 

to the vocabulary. The nonsense words were selected from Wisconsin 

Design Skills Tests, Level B. The lengths of the words, phrases, and 

sentences were intentionally varied. The examiner wanted to :identify 

the criteria used by the child in his sorting. Did the child consider 
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the number of words, the spaces bet,veen 1vords, punctuation cues, or 

meaning? If the child, for instance, put the short phrase, ~ __ pla)~, 

with single words, he did not recognize the space between the letters. 

The compound word, grass __ ~<?.PPer, was also included to see whether the 

child \'iould classify the ca-rd with single meaningful words, with phrases 

because it contained two words, or with sentences because it contained 

many letters. 

Procedure. The cards were randomly placed on the table before 

the child. The examiner said, "I am going to tell you about each of 

these cards. Listen carefully." The examiner placed his finger on each 

card as he read it. "Now I want you to put the cards into the two boxes 

so that the ca:rds belong together in each box. I£ you fo1'get what I 

told you about any of the cards, you can ask me again.n Upon completion 

of the task, the examiner pointed to each box and asked, 11\Vhy do these 

cards belong together?" As in the previous free sorting task, the 

examiner structured the questioning and tasks to determine whether the 

child could make the various sub-groups: words, nonsense words, phrases, 

and sentences, with the cards and justify each sorting" The examiner 

recorded all verbal and non-verbal responses. 

The Semi-structured Interview Session 

The purpose of the intervic,v was to initiate and stimulate a 

dialoglle in which tJ1e child I s understanding of the reading process and 

conception of the related terms: letter, word, and sentence might be 

revealed verba]ly. 
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Instrument. A core of structured questions was chosen by the 

examiner to be used during the interview. 

1. Can you read now? 

2. a. What do you do when you read? 
b. Why do you think you can't read? 

3. a. How did you first learn to read? 
b. What do you think people do when they read? 

4. What do you think a letter of the alphabet is? 

5. What do you think a word is? 

6. What do you think a sentence is? 

Subjects who responded positively to the first question were asked 

questions 2a and 3a, while subjects who responded negatively were asked 

questions 2b and 3b. Ten of the subjects were asked an additional 

question. 

7. When you are reading and you come to a word that you don't 
know, 1vhat do you do? 

However, responses to this question were not used in determining the 

cognitive clarity scores. 

Procedure. The examiner conducted a semi-structured private 

interview with each subject. The sessions were tape recorded. The 

interviewer asked the six core questions as well as additional questions 

to encourage the subjects to elaborate their responses. For example, 

one child said, "I sound out words." The examiner then asked, "How do 

you sound out wonls ?" The interviewer tried to probe for further 

explanation by the child without influencing the child's response. One 

comment used frequently by the interviewer was "Please tell me more 

about this." 
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f9mpl::~__:tion of the Cognitive Clarity Scores 

Instrument. A cognitive clarity measure was designed by this 

researcher to evaluate the responses made during the two free sorting 

tasks and the interview session. Each response ,~as judged to reveal 

either cognitive confusion or cognitive clarity. The following six 

categories of responses indicated the existence of cognitive confusion: 

1. No response 

2. Unclear or vague response 

3. Value judgment response 

4. Naming of significants (members of the classification) as 
opposed to signifiers (attributes of the classification) 

5. Naming of a physical activity 

6. Misuse of the terms: number, letter, sound, word, or 
sentence. 

The res•::arc.her identified 15 catego:ries of responses which indicated 

the presence of cognitive clarity in reading concepts. These categories 

are presented in Appendix C. 

Procedure. Cognitive clarity scores were determined for both 

the free sorting tasks and the interview session. One point was 

scored for each cognitive clarity category the subject either applied 

or mentioned verbally. Since the last two categories did not lend 

themselves to the sorting task, the highest possible sorting cognitive 

clarity score was 13. The highest possible interview cognitive clarity 

score was 15. No points were awarded for responses which revealed 

cognitive confus:i on. A combined cognitive clarity score was determined 

by cal cu] a ting the number of categories mentioned in both the sorting 



tasks and the interview. The highest possible combined cognitive 

clarity score was 15 since a child received only one poirrt even if 

the rategory was mentioned more than once. 

Statistical Analysis 

A two factor repeated measures design \vas required to test 
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the first three hypotheses. TI1erefore, the ANOVA 3 computer program 

at State University College at Brockport was selected :for analyzing 

the data. Factor A, the repeated measures factor, had five levels: 

the rmv score on the additive classification task, the raw score on 

sorting task one, the raw score on sorting task two, the cognitive 

clarity score obtained :from the two free sorting tasks, and the 

cognitive clarity score obtained from the responses made during the 

interview. Factor B had two levels: the preoperational-transitional 

group and the concrete operational group. 

A pearson product-moment correlation study was required to test 

the remaining hypotheses. Correlation coefficients were calculated 

among fourteen variables ivhich were the sco:res for the tasks and measures 

completed in the study, sex, age, and standardized reading scores, 

Su~ary 

The primary pu-rpose of this study was to investigate the 

. relationship between the child's level of cogni t:i ve development and 

the child's understanding of the reading process. The subjects were 

20 children in a self-contained second grade class in a rnjddle income 

suburban school district. 
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111 order to identify tk:; tvw g:conps, c,1-::h c:1:l,ld's level of 

cognitive development, either preoperational--transitional or concrete 

operational, was determined by performance on six Piaget:ian conserva

tion tasks. The child's ability to assign concrete objects to 

classifications based on physical attributes was established by the 

additive classification task. The child's non-verbal understanding of 

written symbols and their classifications was explored and evaluated 

during the two free sorting tasks. The child's verbal responses made 

during the free sorting tasks and during the semi--s tructured interview 

were studied for evidence of cognitive clarity. The researcher 

devised a procedure for determining cognitive clarity scores from the 

performances on both the free sorting tasks and the interview. A 

combined cognitive clarity score was also obtained. 

A correlation matrix with fourteen variables 1vas used to 

investigate the relationships bet1veen the tasks completed in the 

study and other vaTiables. Particular attention and emphasis ,vas 

given to the investigation of the relationship between cognitive 

clarity of reading and reading achievement. 



CHAPTER IV 

ANALYSIS OF DATA 

The primary purpose of this study was to investigate the 

relationship between a child's level of cognitive development and 

his understanding of the reading process. The subjects were assigned 

to one of two groups, the preoperational-transi tional group or the 

concrete ope:rational group. An analysis of variance was performed 

to study each group's performance on five tasks. The secondary 

purpose of this study was to investigate the relationship between 

cognitive clarity of reading and reading achievement. Fourteen 

variabJes includ:ing the tasks completed during th:i~; study as well as 

age, sex, and Metro_politan Reading Achievement Test scores were 

considered in a product moment correlation study. The findings and 

theh· interpTetations are presented in this chapter. 

Findings fyom the Analysis of Va1~iance 

The results of the analysis of variance for the first th1·ee 

nu]] hypotheses are presented in Table 2, Table 3, Tahle 4, and in 

Figure l. These hypotheses Nere tested at the .05 level o:f significance. 

Treatment A consisted of five levels: performance on the additive 

classification task, performance on the free sorting with 'letters, 

numbers, and non-] etter non-number chan1cters, performance on the free 
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Table 2 
''r\ 

Source Table for the Two Factor ANOVA Repeated Measures Design 

Source df ss MS r 
------

Among Subjects 

B 1 32 .93 32.93 1.57 

Subjects 18 376.45 21.91 

Within Subjects 

A 4 129.04 32. 26 6 .04'" 

AB 4 18.82 4.70 0.88 

AS 72 384.53 5.34 

Total 99 941.79 
---------·------ -·-----.. ·-- ··-

---- •• ___ i _____ , ______ 

*12.. < . OS .. 

Table 3 

Mean Number of Correct Responses on Five Measures by the 

Pn,operational-Transitional Group (I) and by the 

Concrete Operational Group (II) 

---------------

Table of Means for Treatment A (Five Measures) 

Treatment B 
(Groups) 

I 

II 

Total Mean 

---------------------------
1 

5.78 

5.82 

5.80 

2 

2.89 

4.91 

3.90 

3 

1. 78 

3.10 

2.44 

4 

3.22 

5.36 

4.29 

5 

5 .11 

5.36 

5.24 

Total Mean 

3.76 

4.91 
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Figure 1. A Graphic Representation of Table 3. 
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sorting task with nonsense words, meaningful words, phrases, and 

sentences, the cognitive clarity score derived from verbal remarks 

made during the f:ree sorting tasks, and the cognitive clarity score 

derived from the semi-st:ructured interview session. Treatment B con

sisted of two levels: assignment to the preoperational-transitional 

group or assignment to the concrete operational group. 

The first null hypothesis tested states that there is no 

significant interaction between the two groups and repeated measure

ments on the groups. The data pertaining to this hypothesis appear 

in Table 2, Table 3, and Figure 1. On the basis of the data 

presented, the nul 1 hypothesis was not rejected. There was no signifi

cant interaction between the groups and the repeated measurements on 

the g1'oups. The interaction effect had an £. ( 4, 72) = 0. 88 which was 

belo:1 the critical £. ( 4, 72) = 2. 99 at the . 05 level of significance. 

The second null hypothesis tested states that there is no 

significant di f:ference between the group means. The clata perta:ining 

to this hypothesis appear in Table 2 and Table 3. On the basis of 

the data presented, the null hypothesis ,vas not rej ectecl. The group 

main effect had an f (1,18) = 1.57 which was below the critical 

F (1,18) = 5.98 at the .05 level of significance. 

The third null hypothesis tested states that there is no 

significant difference between the task means. The clat,J pertaining 

to this hypothesis appear in Table 2, Table 3, and Figure 1. On the 

basis of the data presented, the null hypothesis ,ms rejected. 111e 



task main effect had £ ( 4, 72) = 6. 04 which ,vas higher than the 

critical F (4,72) = 2.99 at the .05 level of significance. 

Interpretations of the Data from the Analysis of Var~ance 

Both the first null hypothesis dealing with the interaction 

effect and the second nul 1 hypothesis dealing with the group main 

effect were not rejected. Therefore, it can be interpreted that 

the two groups functioned independently of one another on the five 

tasks and that the difference between the means for the two groups 

was not statistically significant. The means for the concrete 

operational group on each of the five tasks were higher than the 

means for the preoperational-transitional group but the differences 

were not significant. 
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The thil'Cl null hypothesis dealing with the task ma:i n effect 

was rejected. Therefore, it can be interpreted that there was a 

significant difference between the task means and that the subjects 

perforrnc'7d differently on the various tasks to a significant degree. 

Since all of the five tasks did not have the same maximmn score, the 

means for each task could not be diTectly compared to analyze the 

relative difficulty of the tasks. However, by dividing the mean by 

the maximum score for that task, a mean percentage was determined for 

each task. This information, and also the standard deviations, are 

presented in Table 4. 



Table 4 

Treatment Means, Standard Deviations, and Mean 

Percentages for Treatment A 

Treatment Groups M SD .M% Solved 

-------

1 ( 8) 5.80 2.33 .76 

2 (6) 4.00 1. 89 .67 

3 (6) 2.50 2.33 .42 

4 (13) 4.40 2. 72 .34 

5 (15) 5.25 4.58 .35 

-----------
Note. Numbers in paTentheses indicate the rnaxirnum score possible 

for each treatment group. 
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It can be interpreted that the subjects in this small sample 

perfo:,--r::ed best on the additive classification task with concrete 

objects. The subjects performed better on the free sorting task with 

single letters, numbers and non-letter non-nurnbcT characte:rs than 

on the free sorting task with nonsense words, meaningful words, phrases, 

and sentences. The subjects performed least \\/ell on the two cognitive 

clarity measures which were based on the child I s verbal responses. 

A relationship may exist between these findings and Piaget's develop

mental pTocess of internalization of actions. In lea-rning a general 

principle or concept, the child manipulates objects in a concrete, 

action-oriented environment. Concrete motor actions are the beginnings 

of the development of intelligence. As the child moves from the 
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objects to their symbols and from motor actions to speech, the 

concept becomes more internalized and schematic (Flavell, 1963). 

Verbal language becomes the medium to stimulate and express thinking 

only after cognitive structures which approach the formal operations 

have been established (Furth, 1970). This progression from concrete 

objects to symbols and from motor actions to speech was Teflected in 

the five tasks. The additive classification task involved making 

classifications from a group of concrete objects which could be 

manipulated by the child. Both free sorting tasks required motor 

manipulations of cards with written symbols to form classifications. 

To complete the first free sorting task, some understanding of the 

concept of number and the concept of letter was required. The 

externalized concept of number has an ordinal property and a cardinal 

property. Th0, externalized concept of letter has an ordinal property

position in the alphabet, a cardinal property-name, a phonetic 

property--representation for one or more sounds, and a structural 

property-capital or lower case form. To complete the second free 

sorting task, some understanding of the concept of nonsense word, 

meaningful word, phrase, and sentence was required. These classifi-

cation concepts are even more abstract and complicated than number or 

letter since they possess syntactical and semantical properties. The 

interview session required even more abstract thinking because it 

involved no concrete motor actions and the child was not even shown 

the written symbols. The subject was asked to describe his conception 

of classifications such as letter, word, and sentence in speech. 



The standard deviation scores revealed that the performance 

on the first free sorting task had the lowest variability. One 

~ 

possible explanation for this result was that the children had all 
-"-J 
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received instruction number and letter recognition in school since 

kindergarten. The cognitive clarity score derived from the interview 

session reflected the highest variability. Piaget's theory of 

cognitive development provided a possible explanation. The interview 

session required the child to express symbolic and abstract concepts 

in spoech. This ability, according to Piaget., would not usually 

appear unti 1 the approach of formal operations, 

rindings from the Correlation St1:-:iX 

A correlation matrix study was required to test hypotheses four 

through t1,elve. Correlation coefficients ,vere calculated between 

fo1rrtE··::0 variables among which were sex, age, scores for the tasks 

and measures completed during this study, and scores from the Metro

politan Reading Achievement Test, Primary 1, Form F (See Appendix D). 

Since there were no reading sccrres available for one of the t,venty 

subjects, none of his scores were used in the correlation matrix. 

With n ,= 19 and and df_ = 17, the critical values us eel to test the 

hypotheses were r == 0.4555., p < .05, and£= 0.5751, E. < .01. 

The fourth null hypothesis tested states that there is no 

significant correlation bet,veen pe:rformance on the Piagetian conserva-

tion tasks and sez. This hypothesis was rejected, There was a 

significant negative corre1ation bet\-1een perfo.nnance on the Piagetian 

conservation tasks and sex, r = -0.49674, :e__ < .05. 



The fifth null hypothesis tested states that there is no 

significant correlation between performance on the Piagetian con

servation tasks and age. This hypothesis was not rejected, There 

was no significant correlation between performance on the Piagetian 

conservation tasks and age, _!_ = 0. 30430. 
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The sixth null hypothesis tested states that there is no 

significant correlation between performance on the Piagetian con-

servation tasks and -~ performance on the free sorting task with 

letters, numbers, and non-letter non-nwnber characters, and b per

formance on the free sorting task with nonsense words, meaningful 

words, phrases, and sentences. Hypothesis six~ was rejected. TI1eTe 

was a significant correlation between performance on the Piagetia:n 

conservation tasks and the first free sorting task,!.= 0.73617, 

E_ < • 01. Hypothesis six E. was also rejected. There W8S a significant 

correlation between performance on the Piagetian conservation tasks 

and the second free sorting task, E_ = 0. 46269, :e. < .05. 

The seventh nu11 hypothesis tested states that there is no 

significant correlation between performance on the Piagetian conser-

vation tasks and~- the cognitive clarity score derived from the 

sorting tasks, ~ the cognitive clarity scoTe de:ri.ved from the interview, 

cJ.nd c the combined cognitive clarity score, Hypothesis seven a was 

rejected. There was a significant correlation between performance on 

the Piagetian conservation tasks and the cognitive clarity score 

derived from the free sorting tasks, r = 0.55259, .:e_ < .05. Hypothesis 

seven b was not rejected. There was no significant co1Te] ation between 



performance on the Piagetian conscTvation tasks ancl the interview 

cognitive clarity score, r = 0.05567. Hypothesis seven c was also 

not rejected. There 1vas no significant correlation between per

formance on the Piagetian conservation tasks a11d the combined 

cog11itive clarity score, £ = 0.22819. 

The eighth null hypothesis tested states that there is no 

signif.Lcant correlation between performance on the Piagetian con

servation tasks and performance on the total reading scale or any 

of the subscales. This hypothesis was not rejected. There was no 

significant correlation between performance on the Piagetian con

servation tasks and performance on either the total reading sea.le, 

!_ = 0.44973, the word knowledge subscale, r == 0.41187, the reading 

scale, r = 0.43817, or the word analysis scale,£= 0.43817. 

·T11e nintJ1 nul 1 l1yyJothesis tested states that there is 110 
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significant correlation between perforrnrmce on the additive classi

:fica tion task with concrete objects and ~ perfonnance on the Piagetian 

conservation tasks, E_ performance on the free sorting task with 

letters, numbers, and non--letter non-numbeT characters, and ~- per

formance on the free sorting task with nonsense words, meaningful 

words, pJrrases, and sentences. TI1is hypothesis was not rejected. 

'l11ere was no significant correlation between performance on the 

additive classification task and pe:rfonnance on either the conservation 

tasks, r = 0.19943, the first free sorting task, T = 0.34702, or the 

second free sorting task, r = 0.43424. 
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Data pertaining to the tenth, eleventh, and twelfth hypotheses 

appear in Table 5. 

Table 5 

Correlations Between the Cognitive Clarity Score 

and the Reading Scores 

Reading Scores 

Total Reading 

Word Knowledge 

Reading 

Word Analysis 

+.2_ < • 05. 

*E < . 01. 

Cognitive Clarity Scores 

Free Sorting Interview Combined 
---------------· 

0.58190* 0.35443 0. 51134+ 

0 .61724/ 0.27097 0.46261+ 
\ 

0.52140+ 0.37429 0,50128+ 

0.40519 0.46992+ 0.52811+ 

The tenth null hypothesis tested states that theTe is no 

significant correlation between the cognitive clarity score deTi ved 

from the free sorting tasks and the total reading scale or any of its 

sub scales. This hypothesis was rejected. There· were sigllificant 

corr.elations between the free sorting cognitive clarity score and the 

total reading scale, r = 0.58190, :e_< .05, between the free sorting 

cognitive clarity score and the word knowledge subscale, !. :c, 0.61724., 

:e_< .01, and between the free sorting cognitive clarity score and 

the reading subscale, !_ = 0.52140, E < .05. Ho11ever, there 111as no 

significant correlation between the free sorting cognitive Clarity 

score and the word analysi:; subscale, r == 0.40519. 
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The eleventh null hypothesis tested states that there is no 

significant correlation between the cognitive clarity score derived 

from the interview session ancl the total reading scale or any of its 

subscales. This hypothesis was rejected. There was a significant 

correlation between the interview cognitive clarity score and the 

word analysis subscale, £"' 0,46992, E_ < .OS. Ilowever, there were no 

significant correlations between the interview cognitive clarity 

score and tho total reading scale,£_= 0.35443, between the interview 

cognitive clarity score and the word knowledge subscale, :£ .. "-' 0.27097, 

and between the inter-view cognitive clarity score and the reading 

subscale, £."' 0.37429. 

The twelfth null hypothesis tested states that there :is no 

significant correlation between the combined cognitive clarity score 

and the total reading scale or any of its subscales. This hypothesis 

was rejected. There were significant correlations bettveen the combined 

cogrritive clarity score and the total reading scale, E.. = 0.51134, 

:e_ < .05, beb;een the combined cognitive score and the word knowledge 

subscale, T = 0.46261, E.. < .OS, between the combined cognitive cla-.rity 

score and the reading subscale, ;!'_ = 0.50128, E.. < .05, and between 

the cornbinecl cognitive clarity score and the word analysis subscale, 

r = 0.52811, :e_ < .OS. 

Interp_retation~_:the Data from the Correlation Study 

The fourth null hypothesis was rejected. Therefore, it can be 

interpreted that there was a relationship between pe-rformance on the 



Piagetian conservation tasks and sex. In this study, the boys 

performed better than the girls. 
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The fifth null hypothesis was not rejected. Therefore, it can 

be interpreted that there was no relationship between performance on 

the Piagetian conservation tasks and age. This conclusion contra

dicted research cornpJeted by Piaget and others. The narrow range 

of this study may have contributed to this discrepancy. When the 

range is restricted in a correlation study, the correlation app:roaches 

zero. This study was quite restricted since it incJuded only nineteen 

youngsters from one second grade class in a subm~ban middle class 

school. Correlations tend to vary with the age leveJ of the subjects. 

This study was restricted to children from seven years three months 

to nine years two months. If the study had included a wider age 

range and a g·.reater ability range, the results may have approximated 

findings from previous studies. 

Sections a and b of null hypothesis six ivere rejected. 'l11erefoTe, 

it can be inteTpreted that there was a positive relationship between 

perfon1ance on the conservation tasks and performance on each of the 

free sorting tasks. It could be hypothesized that ability to conserve 

may cause or must precede the ab:ili ty to form rnul tiple classifications. 

However, this study cstabli shed no relationship bet,veen performance 

on the conservation tasks and performance on the additive classification 

task with concrete objects. 

Section a of the seventh null hypothesis was rejected. Therefore, 

it can be interpreted that there Has a relationship bet,,·een perforrnanc:e 

on the conservation tasks and the cognitive clarity score deTjved from 

r 
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the two free sorting tasks. This result was ru1ticipateJ since the 

free sorting cognitive clarity score was based on comments made 

during the £Tee sorting tasks and since there was a relationship 

between performance on the conservation tasks and the two free sorting 

tasks, TheTe were significant correlations bet1veen the first free 

sorting task and the free sorting cognitive clarity score,£= 0.68977, 

:e_ < • 01 and bet1veen the second free sorting task and the free sorting 

clarity score, r = 0.85702, E < .01. However, sections b mid c of 

the seventh null hypothesis were not rejected. It can be interpreted 

that there was no relationship between perfonnance on the conservation 

tasks and either the interview cognitive clarity score or the combined 

cognitive clarity score. These results were not anticipated. All 

three cognitive cla.r.ity scores were determined by almost identical 

en t.er:u:1. Even so, there was no significant relationship between the 

free _c;orting cognitive clarity score and the interview cognitive 

clarity score, £ == 0. 34427. The free sorting tasks and the inte:rvicw 

session were unique situations which inspired and elicited different 

types of responses from the subjects. The measurement of cognitive 

clarity concerning the reading process proved to be a complicated task. 

The results varied with the circumstances and the procedure. 

The eighth null hypothesis was not rejected. Therefore, it can 

be interpreted that there was no relationship between performance on 

the conservation tasks and performance on the total reading scale or 

the reading subscales. 
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Section ~ of the ninth null hypothesis was not rejected. 

Therefore, it can be interpreted that there was no relationship 

between performance on the additive classification task \vith concrete 

objects and performance on the Piagetian conservation tasks. This 

finding leads one to hypothesize that the ability to form multiple 

classifications develops separately from the ability to conserve. 

Sections band c of the ninth hypothesis were also not rejected. It 

can also be interpreted that there was no relationship between 

performance on the additive classification tas1( with concrete objects 

and either the free sorting task with letters, numbers, and non-letters 

non--nmnber characters or the free sorting task with nonsense words, 

meaningful woTds, phrases, and sentences. The procedures for both 

free sorting tasks were modeled after the additive classification task 

procedure. It may be hypothesized that the ability to perform the 

additive classification task with concrete objects :i.s not a pre

requlsite for the ability to perform the additive classification tasks 

with wTitten language symbols. 

The tenth null hypothesis was rejected. Therefore, it can be 

interpreted that there was a relationship between the free sorting 

cognitive clarity score and each of these scores: the total reading 

scale, the word knowledge subscale and the reading subscale. But 

there was no significant relationship between the free sorting cognitive 

clarity score and the word analysis subscale. 

The eleventh null hypothesis was rejected. Therefore, it can 

be interpreted that there was a relationship between the interview 



cognitive clarity score and the word analysis subscaJe only. There 

was no relationship between tho interview cognitive clarity score 

and either the total reading scale, the word knowledge subscale, or 

the reading sub scale. 

The twelfth null hypothesis was also rejected. It can be 

interpreted that there was a relationship between the combined 

cognitive clarity score and the total reading scale, the word 

knowledge subscale ., the reading subscale, and the word analysis 

subscale. 
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The section of the correlation matrix which pertained to 

hypothesj.s ten, eleven, and twelve appeared in Table 5. The 

significant correlations between the cognitive clarity measures and 

the four reading measures reflected two facts. First, the total 

reading scale consisted of the word knowledge and the reading svb

scales combined but did not include the word analysis subscale. 

Second, the combined cognitive clarity score was based on verbal 

remarks made during the two free sorting tasks as well as the inter-

view session, 

Summary 

The primary purpose of this investigation was to determine the 

relationship between a child's cognitive level and a child's concept 

of the reading process. The first and second hY1Jotheses were not 

rejected. The analysis of variance revealed that the preoperational

transitional group functioned independently of the concrete operational 

group, The means for the concrete operational group \vere higher than 
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the means for the preoperational--transitional group on each of the 

five tasks, but the differences were not significant. The third 

hypothesis was rejected. There was a significant difference between 

the task means. The subjects performed differently on the various 

tasks. The degree of difficulty of the tasks increased as the tasks 

progressed from concrete objects to symbols and from motor actions 

to speech. 

The correlation study investigated the relationships among 

fourteen variables. The fourth hypothesis was rejected. There was 

a relationship between performance on the conservation tasks and sex 

in that the boys performed better than the girls. However, the 

fifth hypothesis was not rejected. No relationship was established 

between performance on the conservation tasks and age. 

The data concerning the relationship bet\veen the attainment 

of the concrete operations and the ability to understand the reading 

process were inconclusive. Hypothesis six, sections -~ and ~' and 

hypothesis seven, section ~' were rej ectecl. There was a relationship 

between performance on the conservation tasks and the two free 

sorting tasks as well as the free sorting cognitive clarity score. 

However, hypothesis seven, sections ~ and £, and hypothesis ejght were 

not rejected. There 1vas no relationship between the performance on 

the conservation tasks and either the interview cognitive clarity 

score or the combined cognitive clarity score. No relationship was 

found between performance on the conservation tasks and perfonnance 

on the reading scale or the reading subscales. 
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:-,, :J 

The ninth hypothesis, sections ttncl c wai rcJ·ectecl. ·-' 

There was no relationship between perfoTniance on the additive classi-

fication tasks and performance on either the conservation tasks OT 

the two free sorting tasks. 

The tenth, eleventh, and twelfth hypotheses were rejected. 

There were relationships among the three cognitive clarity meo.sures 

and the reading scale and the reading sllbscales. However, since 

significant correlations were not found between all of the variables, 

questions remain concerning the nature of the relationship between 

cognitive clarity of the reading process and performance on a 

standardized reading measure. 



CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 

Purpose 

The p1:imary purpose of this study was to investigate the 

possible relationship between the child I s level of cognitive develop

ment, as indicated by peTformance on Piagetian conservation tasks, 

and the child's cognitive clarity of reading, as indicated by non-

verbal and verbal responses. The secondary purpose of the study was 

to explore the possible relationship between the child's cognitive 

clarity of read:i ng and the child's performance on a standardized 

:reading achievement test. Possible relationships between the 

measures completed during the study and the variables of sex and age 

wore also studied. 

Conclusions 

The conc:tusions stated in this chapter apply specifically to 

this sample group of second graders and to the testing procedures and 

inst.rtm1ents used in this study. However, the conclusions could be 

generalized to other matching groups. 

The Child I s Conecpt of Reading 

Data from this study generally supported the findings of the 

previous studies which explored the child 1 s concept of reading_ 

Based on the observations of non-verbal and verbal responses made 

79 
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duTing the t\'-.10 fTec s0Tti11g tasl~s c1no the i1;te1·\_-iC''."l s 1:..•ssJon> the-_: 

following concJusions were drawn: 

1. There was a wide range of ability in the area of cognitive 

clarity withjn the second grade class. Transcripts of the interview 

sessions which appear in Appendix B illustrate this range from almost 

complete cognitive confusion to cognitive cla:dty. 

2. Each child's 'reading map' was based on his own experience 

with reading and therefore was unique and individual. 

3. The researcher had to use more than one method or 

instrument to evaluate cognitive clarity of reading since the same 

child could perform differently on different tasks due to personality 

factors and to test content or format. Talkative, outgoing children 

seemec to perform better on the interview than shy, withdrawn children. 

Children who enjoyed the challenge of solving problems seemed to 

perform better on the sorting task. 

4. AppnJXimate}y 65 percent of the ch:ildren described the 

reading process in mechanical, superficial terms (trying hard, 

practicing, keeping your hand on the words) rather than in personal, 

significant terms (thinking about the story, making up the story in 

yom' mind) . 

5. Approximately 65 percent of the children did not accept 

the responsibility for learning how to read, but pas~;ively expected 

their teachers or parents to show them the way. 

6. Approximately one-third of the children did not mention 

that either the reading act, sentences or individual words had to do 

with meaning in some way. 
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7. Out of the ten children who were asked what they do \vhen 

they come to an unfamiliar wo-rd, eight children Tefer-red to the 

decoding process (sounding out words) but none of the children 

mentioned using semantic or syntactic cues. 

8. A sequence of development in the ability to form linguistic 

classes was indicated. During the first free so-rting task number was 

recognized more often as a class than letter. Although thirteen 

children could make a group of letters, only nine of these children 

could sort the letters into upper case letters and lower case letters. 

Word was recognized as a class more often than .:'.entence_. 

9. A considerable amount of confusion about words and 

sentences seemed to result from the children's mistaken notion that 

the number of letters defines word and that the number of ivords 

defines sentence. For example, several children placed the word 

grassho1~pe~~ with phrases and sentences and the short phrase ~Y.:X. 

with single wo:rds. Senyence was often confused with ph~1:1:se. Short 

sentences were thought to be one, two, or three words and long 

sentences were considered to be more than a few words. 

10. The function of the printer's space was applied by 

slightly more than half of the children in the free soTting task but 

only two children mentioned spaces betv,een \vorcls while defining words 

and sentences. 

11. Punctuation cues were applied during the sorting task by 

30 percent of the children and mentioned during the interview by only 

30 percent of the children. 
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12. During the sorting task, some children had difficulty 

analyzing language by its structure because they 1·:cre concerned ,vith 

finding meaning. Two children tried to match the cards in one-to-one 

relationships, such as, Mother helps me. with in the house and boy_ with 

looking at __ the _little dog_. T,v0 children attempted to sort the cards 

into meaningful categories such as living things and non--living things. 

Concrete Op'::rations and Reading 

Based on the correlation study, the following conclusions were 

drawn concerning the relationships between the attainment of the 

concrete operations, as evidenced by the ability to conserve, and 

specific aspects of Teading cognitive clarity: 

1. There was a significant relationship between the attainment 

of the concrete operations and the ability to form classes of numboTs, 

letters, and non-letter non-number symbols during a free sorting task. 

2. There was a significant relationship between the attainment 

of the concrete operations and the ability to form classes of nonsense 

words, words, phrases, and sentences during a f'ree sorting task. 

3. There vias a significant relationship between the attainment 

of the concrete operations and the cognitive clarity score derived 

from the free sorting task in which linguistic class concepts were 

emphasized. 

Cognitive Clarity and Reading Achievement 

Based on the correlation study, the following conclusions were 

drawn concerning the relationship between cognitive clarity of reading 

and reading performance: 

r 
! 
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1. There were significant relationsl1:i.ps between the free 

sorting cognitive clarity score and each of the fol1mving: the total 

readillg scale, the word knowledge subscale, and the reading subscale. 

2. There was a significant relationship between the interview 

cognitive clarity score and the word analysis subscale only. 

3. There were significant relationships between the combined 

cognitive clarity score and each of the following: the total reading 

scale, the word knowledge subscale, the reading subscale, and the 

word analysis subscale. 

Implications ~or Research 

The implic8tions for research \vere divided into two categories: 

the expansion and refinement of the present study, and the need for 

rese~LTc:h in related areas. 

Expansion and_Refinement of the Present Study 

This study was limi tecl to a small sample of second graders. 

Therefore, to validate the findings and to apply the conc:lusions to a 

larger number of children, the same procedu:res and instruments should 

be employed with different populations of randomly selected subjects. 

The subjects should represent a wider range in age and the:refore a 

wider Tange in cognitive ability. 

Refinements of the sorting tasks and interview core questions 

could be made so that speci fie areas o:f cognitive clarity could be 

identified and measured in greater detail. For example, different 

forms of the sorting tasks could be developed and compared. Changes 

r 



in the administration of the sorting tasks could be made. If the 

child failed to form the linguistic classes during the f-ree sorting 

task, the teacher could instruct the child to put all the nu1J_1ber..:'._ 

in one box and then all the letters in the box. In this way, the 

child 1 s ability to recognize the linguistic class when verbal label 

is given could be studied. The interview core questions could be 

expanded so that several questions could be related to specific 

area of cognitive clarity such as the reading pTocess, the reading 

pu:cpose, the relationship between spoken language and written 

language, or linguistic units. 

The data from this study raised several questions in this 

researcher's mind. First, why was there a significant relationship 

between the attainment of the concrete operations and the free sorting 

cognitive clarity measure, but not between the attainment of concrete 

operations and the interview or the combined cognitive clarity 

mc;Jsures? M1y were the free sorting cognitive clarity scores and the 

interview cognitive clarity scoTes related to different sect.ions of 

the reading achievement tests? Future studies could explore these 

apparent relationships within relationships. 

During this study, the conservation tasks and the cognitive 

clarity measures were administered only once to each subject and all 

the testing \'/aS completed within a two week period. TheTefore, the 

sequence of development in the attainment of cognitive and reading 

concepts was only implied and not observed. A longitudinal study 

which \vould span a period of several years would be able to t:race 
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possible stages of development as well as monitor the relationships 

among cognition and cognitive clarity of reading, In this study, 

the conservation scores and the cognitive clarity measures were 

correlated with reading achievement scores which had been obtained 

six months earlier. A longitudinal study in which all test 

instruments were administered within a short period of time at 

regular intervals> perhaps every six months, might identify the 

complex relationships among cognition, cognitive clarity of reading, 

and reading achievement. 

111e Need for Research in Related Areas 

Several related areas of research remain virtually unexplored. 

'Diese areas include: the relationship between cognitive clarity and 

the child's ability to produce written language., the relationship 

betweer:. cognitive clarity and various :reading programs, including the 

language experience approach and basal reader prog:cams, and the 

development and diagnostic use of efficient and reliable cognitive 

clarity measuTement devices. 

Implications for Classroom Practice 

The review of the literatm.:-e and the results from this study 

helped to delineate the intricate relationships among cognitive 

development, cognitive clarity of reading, and reading achievement .. 

Changes in classroom practice which reflect the nature of these 

relationships would nurture the development of reading concepts. 
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The key figure in this process of change is the teacher. Die 

teacher must become aware of the research in this area and structure 

his view of reading instruction and the teacher's role accordingly. 

The teacher must not make assumptions concerning the child's 

cognit:ive ability or cognitive clarity in reading, but instead must 

assess these abilities by observing the child manipulate objects 

in his environment, by listening to the child inte:ract with his 

peers, and by ta1king with the child. Elkind (1972) admonished 

teachers to start instruction with the chi lcl I s language and his 

cogni t.ive abilities. 

Almy (1974) proposed that education be viewed as a do it 

youTsel:f process in which the teacher facilitates lea.rning.. The 

teacher structures the c1assroom environment by providing materials 

and dBnce appropriate for tl1e chj_ld's ability~ ~Cl1e child is 

encouraged to initiate experiences within the c]assroom environment 

and to interact socially with his peers. The teachex paces instruction 

according to the child's maturity and learning rate" The teacher 

should not impose formal rules or organized information until the 

child has both the experience and the cognitive structures required 

to process the information. 111:is view of the inst:ructional process 

should be applied to beginning reading instruction. 

During beginning reading instruction experience, Lrngu;ige, 

and reading should not be separated but should b<~ coordinated as in 

the language experience approach which has been defined by Ashton

Warner (1967), Allen (1965, 1967., 1969, and 1970), Stauffer (1970) 

r 
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and others. Reading should not be reduced to abstractions such as 

the completion of isolated skill exercises or the memorization of 

rules. Instead, the reading activities in the classroom should be 

related to the child's experience and language and should present 

reading as a communication process which involves phonological, 

syntactic; and semantic systems simultaneously. In this ivay, the 

child will con~ to discover reading concepts through his own 

experiences with reading. He will be led to conclude that the 

purpose of reading is to obtain meaning and that the reading process 

is an active cognitive process in which redundancy in all three cue 

systems is used to obtain meaning efficiently. 
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APPENDIX A 

Revisions in Test Instruments and Procedures 

Based on the Pilot Study 



Revisions in Test Instruments and Procedures 

Based on the Pilot Study 

Changes in the first free sorting task included: 

1. The reduction of the number of cards from 20 to 16 to simplify 

the task. 

2. The replacement of the letter E__ with another letter which has 

different upper case and lower case forms. 

3. The replacement of these non-letter non-number characters, 

>, '~, ? , and with characters which resemble letters but have 

not been associated with a phoneme. 

4. The placement of a red line along the bottom of each card so 

that the child does not turn the card in an attempt to recognize 

a figure. For example, in the pilot study, the subjects turned 

the r\J card so it resembled the letter s. 

Changes in the second free sorting task included: 

1. The redt1ct.ion of the number of cards from 20 to 16. 

2. Varia.tion in the length of the meaningful and nonsense words 

from three to eleven letters so the child woi:1ld not sort merely 

by the number of letters on the card. 
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3, The replacement of nonsense words which have any possible meaning 

in standard English or slang. 

4. The replacement of function words with words which represent 

familiar objects in order to emphasize the difference between 

the nonsense words and real words. 
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5. Variation in the length of the phrases from two to five \vords and 

from six to twenty--one letters. 

6. The addition of sentence cards with three to seven words and 

thirteen to twenty-three letters. 

Changes in the interview session included: 

1. The development of additional questions to stimulate conservation. 

2. The adoption of a semi-structured format rather than a structured 

one so that the interviewer can encourage the child to elaborate 

his ideas. 



Appendix B 

Data Relevant to the FouT Tasks 



Table A 

Table of Subjects' Sex and Age 

Subject Sex a 

1 2 

2 1 

3 2 

4 1 

5 2 

6 2 

7 2 

8 2 

9 2 

10 1 

11 1 

12 1 
1 ~ 
~::i 1 

l L) 2 

15 l 

16 1 

17 1 

18 1 

19 1 

20 1 

aMale = 1 and female= 2. 

b Age is given in years and tenths of years. 
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Age b 

8.0 

8.8 

7.4 

7.3 

7.6 

7.5 

8.2 

8.6 

8.2 

8.0 

8.8 

8. :~ 

8.1 

8.2 

8.3 

7.5 

8.2 

9.2 

8.2 

8.0 

----·------·----



Subject 

1 

2 

3 

4 
[" 
J 

6 

7 

g 

9 

10 

1] 

12 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

Table B 

Raw Data from the Additive Classification Task 

Color 

2 * 
a 

2 * 
3 + 

2 + 

2 + 

1 + 

3 + 

2 + 

1 + 

1 * 
2 + 

2 + 

2 + * 

2 + 

2 + 

1 + 

1 + 

4 + 

1 + 

-------·---------

Classifications 

Size 

2 + 

3 + 

3 + 

2 + 

3 + 

3 + 

4 + 

4 + 

4 + 

4 + 

3 + 

Shape 

1 + 

1 + 

1 + 

1 + 

1 + 

2 + 

2 + ~: 

1 + 

1 + 

1 + 

1 + 

1 + 

1 + 

2 + 

2 + 

1 + 

Depth 

b 1 + 

4 + 

4 + 

4 + 

4 + 

3 + 

3 + 

3 + 

3 + 

3 + 

2 + 

Total 

4 
C 

4 

6 

8 

8 

2 

8 

4 

8 

6 

8 

8 

6 

2 

8 

8 

4 

4 

8 

2 

Note. The number in the classification columns reveal the order in 
which the sortings were made by the subject. 

J 00 

a The * indicates that the child named the classifying term, such as 
color, to justify his sorting. 

b The+ indicates that the child named the two attributes, such as 
red and blue, to justify his sorting. 

c The total score is the number of sub-groups made. 



Table C 

Ra\v Data from the Free Sorting Task with Letters, Numbers, 

and Non-letter Non-number Characters 

Sub-groups 

Subjects A B C D E F G H Total 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

0 

2 

4 

4 

4 

0 

2 

5 

5 

6 

4 

4 

5 

4 

6 

5 

6 

6 

6 

2 
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--------- --------·---------··-·-----~--
Total 4 7 5 15 18 13 9 9 

Note. Maximum score - 6. Possible sub-groups inc:luclecl: 
A - non-letters, B - non-numbers, C - meaningful symbols 
Tletters and numb-ers)' D - non-letters and non-nrnnbers, 
E - numbers, F -· al 1 1 etters, G ·- lower case letters, 
and H - upper-case letters. 



Table D 

Raw Data frorn the Free Sorting Task ,vith Nonsense Words, 

Meaningful Words, Phrases, and Sentences 

Subjects 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

Total 

Sub -- groups 
-------------------

A 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

10 

B 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

11 

C 

+ 

l 

D E F 

+ + 

+ + + 

+ + 

+ 

+ + + 

+ + + 

+ + 

+ + 

+ + + 

8 8 5 

G H 

+ + 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

6 1 

Note. Maximum score= 6. Possible sub-groups included: 

Total 

0 

0 

2 

2 

0 

0 

2 

4 

6 

4 

4 

6 

6 

2 

0 

4 

0 

2 

6 

0 

A - single words, B - more than one word, C - meaningful 
utterances_, D - nonsense words, E - meaningful words, 
F - phTases, -G - sentences, and H - non--sent.ences. 
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Representative Transcripts of the ln-tcl'Viev.; Sessions 

Question Ill: 

Children in Cognitive Confusion 

Subject #2 

Ya, a little. Some words. Some words I can't 

read. 

Question #2a: Listening. Everyone listens. Follow the words. 

If you don't know the word you can raise your hand. 

Question ff3a: I don't remember. 

Question it4: !:;_, ~' _£, like that. 

Question #5: I donit know. It's one wo:rd. 

Question #6: About five ivords o:r so or five questions. 

Quest i 0;1 117 : Sound it out. H-orne, like that. 

Subj(;:\ct #6 

Question :H-1 
H .l: No. 

Question tf2b: I don't know that much woTds. 

Question #3b: Read a book and learn the Hords, 

Question 1f4: 'A'. You learn the words in a b c oTder. 

Question #5: Like you're learning a new word. You're reading 

them. I don't know anything else. 

Question 4t6: The whole word. You're reading the wo:ccl. 

Question #1: Ya. 

Question #2a: You keep your hand on the word 1d1i 1 e you' re reading 

across. I don't know anything else. 
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Question #:,a: I went to school. The teac.hers helped you. 

Question #4: 

Question 115: 

Question #6: 

Question HI: 

Question #2b: 

Question #3b: 

Question ft4: 

Question #5: 

A note. (The examiner rephrasc)d the question.) 

I don't know. 

It's a nmnber. 

It's a number, 

Children in a Transitional Period 

Subj_ect Hl8 

I don't know. 

Because I'm not good at :it. 

You use a book. Think of the \1/0rds. 

Something you use in a word. They're Hke shapes, 

Something that you can read. You use them in 

sentences. You can say things 1·:ith them, When 

you talk it's a word. 
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Qt1estio11 #6: Something that has a lot of words,, It explains things. 

Subject #16 

Question #1: Ya. 

Question J/2a: I read the book. I turn the pages. 

Question #3a: When I was little I was looking at a picture book 

Question #4: 

and my sisteT took it away and gave me another book 

and I started to read it. That \1'as when I was four 

years old. 

A letter. It's a word. No, it's part of a word. 



Question NS: 

Question #6: 

A whole bunch of letters put together. 

I can't think of anything else. 

It's a word that's ended. Like when you're reading 
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a book and there 1 s a sentence and when it ends there I s 

a period. Sometimes it's at the end of a short book 

or one of the stories we put on paper. 

Subject #1 

Question #1: Yes. 

Question #2a: Read the word. I can't think. 

Question #3a: By practicing and learning all the words. By asking 

you and stuff. You try to think about it and guess 

and if you can't guess you go and ask somebody. 

Question #4: 

Question #5: 

Question 4t6: 

'A' is a letter. 

Something that has all these letters together and 

means something. 

It's a lot of words and you 1-JTi te them clown on a 

piece of paper. And they're a lot of wocds but they're 

not all put together. When you're done writing a 

sentence you've got to put a period or a question rna:rk, 

Children Approaching Cognitive Clarity 

Quest:i on #1: Ya. 

r 
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Question fl2a: You look at the words and if there's one that you 

don't know you try to sound it out and you say it. 

You stop where there's a period because if you put 

two sentences together it doesn I t make sense. 

Question #3a: I just lea:rned a couple words fi:rst and kept on 

learning words until I knew hmv to read. When I 

was two or three my mother and father- kept on 

telling me the words. And I kept trying to read a 

book and if I didn't know a word I'd ask them. 

Question H4: 

Question #5: 

Que::;tion 416: 

Question #7: 

A thing that can make words and make sounds. 

Sometimes it's a vowel. 

It's something that you can read, It has sounds 

that make sense. A lot of letters and you put them 

together. 

It can tell about, like when you' re reading a story, 

:it can tell about :i. t, Because not just one 1wrd 

can tell what happens :in a story. It's ;::, Jot of 

words put together. 

I sound :it out. I look at it real good. You just 

say the sounds of the letters through the 1vonl. 

Su~j ect 4115 

Question #1: Yes. 

Question H2a: 1£ I don't know the word, I 'urn sound it out fi:rst 

and try to see what the word is. If I don't know 

r 
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anotheT 1,orcl, l go on to the next sentence and 

see what makes sense. 

Quest.ion f/3a: When my father was reading me a book, I asked him, 

Question H4: 

Qucs tion :trS: 

Quest i_on #6: 

"Will you teach me how to read?n He said, 11Yes. 

But you' 11 have to help me so you can learn by 

yourself, too." And I hel peel him ancl he taught me 

to see how a word makes sense. He read a book to me 

sometimes and then he gave the book to me and I 

tried to remember what he said. When I didn't know 

a word he told me to sound a word out. 

A letter. It begins some words. It helps you read 

things. It's something special. 

It's made out of letters. It's something you can 

say. If you didn't have words you couldn't talk. 

A bunch of words put together that make sense. A 

sentence is something that you can use. You can put 

it in a story. You can say it when you want to 

e.xplain something. You can read it. 

r 
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Appendix C 

Data Relevant to the Cognitive Clarity Measures 



Categories of Responses \vhich Indicate 

Cognitive Clarity in Reading 

A. Initiates the correct use of the term number. 

B. Initiates the correct use of the term letter. 

C. Initiates the correct use of the term sound. 

D. Initiates the correct use of the term word. 

E. Initiates the correct use of the term sentence. 

F. Mentions a structural or functional, attribute of the 
classification, numbers. 

G. .Mentions a structural or functional attribute of the 
classification, letters. 

H. Mentions a structural or functional attribute of the 
classification, words. 

I. l-'.entions a structural or functional attribute of the 
classification, sentences. 

J. Conside:cs or mentions the function of spaces between 

K. Considers or mentions punctuation cues. 

L. Suggest~; that the purpose of language is to give meaning 
or to conmnmicate. 

M. Suggests that \vords and sentences are used in oral language 
as well as in written language. 

N. Describes the decoding process. 

0. Describes the encoding process. 

109 
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Table E 

Instrument to Determine the Cognitive Clarity Score 

for the Free Sorting Tasks 

Response Categories 

Subjects A B C D E F G H I J K L M Total 

1 + 1 

2 + 1 

3 + + + + + 5 

4 + + + 3 

5 + + 2 

6 0 

7 + + + 3 

8 + + + + + + + 7 

9 + + + + + + + 7 

10 + + + + + + 6 

11 + + + 3 

12 + + + + + + 6 

13 + + + + + + + + + + 10 

14 + + + + 4 

15 + + + 3 

16 + + + + + + + 7 

J. 7 + + + + 4 

18 + + + + + 5 

19 + + + + + + + + + 9 

20 + + 2 
----------------·--

Total 18 13 2 13 3 1 10 1 0 11 4 8 4 88 
··------------~~--------

Note. Maximum score :::: 13, 



r 
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Table F 

Instrument to Determine the Co,gnitive Clarity Score 

for the Interview Session 

Response Categories 

Subject A B C D E F G H I .J K L M N 0 Total 
-------· 

1 + + + + + + + + 8 

2 0 

3 + + + + + + + + + + + + + 13 

4 0 

5 0 

6 0 

7 + + + + + + + + + + + 11 

8 + + 2 

9 + -t + + + + + + + + + 11 

10 + + + + + + + + + + + 11 

11 0 

12 + + + + + + + 7 

13 + + + + 4 

14 + + + 3 

15 + + + + + + + + + + 10 

16 + + + 3 

17 + + + + 4 

18 + + + + + + + 7 

19 + + + + + + + + + + 9 

20 0 
-------

Total l 10 7 12 9 1 10 12 9 2 6 11 6 6 2 103 
------------~----- -----------~--------

Note. Maximum score = 15. 
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Table G 

Instrwnent to Determine the Combined Cognitive Clarity Score 

Response Categories 
----· 

Subject A B C D E F G H I J K L M N 0 Total 

1 + + + + + + + + + 9 

2 + 1 

3 + + + + + + + + + + + + + 13 

4 + + + 3 

5 + + 2 

6 0 

7 + + + + + + + + + + + + 12 

8 + + + + + + + 7 

9 + + + + + + + + + + + + + 13 

10 + + + + + + + + + + + + + 13 

11 + + + 3 

12 + + + + + + + + + + 10 

13 + + + + + + + + + + + 11 

14 + + + + 4 

15 + + + + + + + + + + + 11 

16 + + + + + + + + + 9 

17 + + + + + + G 

18 + + + + + + + + + 9 

19 ·I- + + + + + + + + + + + 12 

20 + + 2 
-------------

Total 18 15 10 15 9 1 12 12 8 12 8 13 9 5 3 ISO 
··------·--·-·· 

Note. Maximum score == 15. 



Appendix D 

Metropolitan Reading Achievement Test 

Primary I, Form F 
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~ST 1: Word Knowledge (continued) 

) 

;::::;::::::.::.::::v:.:~ 

3 

o candy 

o post 

o parade 

o window 

near 

comer 

desk 

o afraid 

o pocketbook 

o keep 

o point 

o tail 

o draw 

o band 

o button 

o clown 

o bury 

o banana 

o bakery 

o say 

o box 

o cover 

o keep 

o handle 

19 ----

25 

28 

31 

34 

o drink 

0 cup 

o cracker 

o soup 

o three 

o snake 

o smoke 

o rose 

o sing 

o garden 

o city 

o pool 

o bonnet 

o ribbon 

o leaves 

o cone 

o slow 

0 hit 

o head 

o hard 

o drink 

o foot 

o duck 

o bring 

PI-F 

20 
o read 

o hoof 

o no 

o roof 

23 
o key 

o hand 

o pick 

o cage 

26 

~ o brook 

~o airplane 

~-·::.> __ /, o swim 
~·:i,· o road 

29 

o polite 

o pole 

o policeman 
1\111• 1111,H 

o stop 

32 

o mouth 

o nose 

o month 

o over 

35 

o grow 

o beach 

o guess 

o open 



EST 2: Word Analysis {cont1nueaJ PI -F 

1 22 23 24 

o tag 0 npe 0 unfold 0 talk 

o tape 0 right 0 fold 0 tack 

o tap 0 rat 0 refill 0 tag 

o tab 0 eight 0 refold 0 take 

5 26 27 28 

o ground 0 bud o sleepy 0 could 

o grow 0 dub 0 sleeper 0 should 

o down 0 cub 0 sleeps 0 would ' .~ 

o gown 0 bob 0 sleeping 0 ward 

9 30 31 32 

0 spite 0 last 0 bill 0 cap 

0 site 0 lest 0 build 0 quack 

0 snip 0 list 0 bid 0 pick 

0 strip 0 lost 0 bold 0 pack 

I 

3 34 35 36 

o cot 0 sick 0 art 0 size 

o stock 0 tick 0 rat 0 why 

o cost 0 stick 0 ark 0 wisp 

o coast 0 stitch 0 tart 0 wise 

17 38 39 40 

O big 0 sap 0 allow 0 fur 

o beg 0 strap 0 alone 0 fare 

o bag 0 stripe 0 always 0 for 

o bug 0 trap 0 allays 0 fair 



:ST 3: Reading Part A: Sentences (continued) PI -F 

o The man is getting on the train. 

o The train is moving fast. 

o The train has a flat tire. 

o The boy dropped the ball on the ground. 

o A boy is throwing a ball to his friend. 

o The boys are playing football. 

o People come here to buy food. 

o You cannot buy fruit here. 

o This is the best place to buy clothes. 

o Today Miss Dunn's class is having a party. 

o The children are going outside for a game of ball. 
0 It's Saturday and the children are not in school. 

o There is water coming from the hose. 

o The men are going to water the grass. 

o You would call these men if you had a fire. 

o The boy watches the sun. 

o The boy looks out at the starry night. 

o Ted pulls down the window shade. 

o Children may work here. 

o Many toys are sold here. 

o This is a good place to save money. 



EST 3: Reading Part B: Stories (continued) PI-F 

~MPLE. Ted has a puppy. 
His name is Happy. 
Ted and Happy like to play. 

Tell me a story, Mother," said Joe. 
Tell me about The Three Bears. 
like that story the best." 

i\fe go to school by bus. 
t is a special yellow school bus. 
roday we almost missed the bus. 
ive had to run to catch it. 

vlother said, "Don is seven today." 
-Ielen put red candles on the cake. 
;he put seven candles here and there. 
['hen she put on one more candle. 
rhe last candle was for good luck. 

A The pet is a -
• dog o boy o toy 

a Ted and Happy like to -
o play o work o look 

22 The story Joe liked best was 
o The Three Bears 
o Snow White 
o Baby Ben 

23 Joe is a -
o bear o pet o boy 

24 Joe wanted to hear a -
o horn o story o noise 

2s We ride to school on a -
o bus o bicycle o scooter 

26 What is the color of the school bus? 
o red o blue o yellow 

27 Today we were -
o sick 
o almost late 
o on vacation 

28 We caught the bus by 
o hopping o laughing O running 

29 How old is Don today? 
o six o seven o five 

30 The cake is for -
o Don's birthday 
o Helen's party 
o Mother's Day 

31 What color are the candles? 
o red o blue o green 

32 Who put candles on the cake? 
o Mother o Don o Helen 
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:ST 4: Mathematics Part A: Concepts (continued) 
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·EsT 4: Mathematics Part B: c;omputatton PI-F 

lMPLEA: SAMPLES: SAMPLEC: 36 37 
0 0 

~2{}] 
3 2 5 

5+4=0 +1 -1 +5 - - -

4 

! 39 40 41 42 
0 0 0 0 0 

1 2 5 3 
6+0=9 +7 +4 +o +5 - - - -

3 44 45 46 47 
0 0 0 0 0 

8 5 7 15 
4-2=0 -4 -3 -6 - 4 - - -

8 49 50 51 52 
0 0 0 0 0 

2 3 2 

0+2=7 5 0 7 12 
+2 +1 +1 + 5 
- - -

3 54 55 56 57 

0 0 0 0 0 

8 96 90 85 
o-3=5 -6 - 5 -40 -43 -

8 59 60 61 62 

0 0 0 0 0 

75 14 25 69 
D-4=6 +10 + 6 +21 -16 




